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Abstract
On a connected, oriented, smooth Riemannian manifold without boundary we consider a real scalar
field whose dynamics is ruled by E, a second order elliptic partial differential operator of Laplace type.
Using the functional formalism and working within the framework of algebraic quantum field theory and
of the principle of general local covariance, first we construct the algebra of locally covariant observables
in terms of equivariant sections of a bundle of smooth, regular polynomial functionals over the affine space
of the parametrices associated to E. Subsequently, adapting to the case in hand a strategy first introduced
by Hollands and Wald in a Lorentzian setting, we prove the existence of Wick powers of the underlying
field, extending the procedure to smooth, local and polynomial functionals and discussing in the process the
regularization ambiguities of such procedure. Subsequently we endow the space of Wick powers with an
algebra structure, dubbed E-product, which plays in a Riemannian setting the same roˆle of the time ordered
product for field theories on globally hyperbolic spacetimes. In particular we prove the existence of the E-
product and we discuss both its properties and the renormalization ambiguities in the underlying procedure.
As last step we extend the whole analysis to observables admitting derivatives of the field configurations
and we discuss the quantumMøller operator which is used to investigate interacting models at a perturbative
level.
Keywords: locally covariant field theory, Euclidean algebraic quantum field theory, Wick polynomials
MSC 2010: 81T20, 81T05
1 Introduction
Algebraic quantum field theory is an axiomatic, mathematically rigorous framework which can be summarized
as a two step approach [HK63]. In the first, one assigns to a physical system a ∗-algebra A, whose elements are
interpreted as observables, encompassing structural properties such as causality and the canonical commutation
relations, see for example [BDH13] for a review. In the second, one assigns to A a state, that is a positive
and normalized linear functional, which allows via the GNS theorem to recover the standard probabilistic
interpretation proper of quantum systems. This viewpoint has been very successful especially in the analysis
of models of quantum field theories living on a globally hyperbolic Lorentzian spacetime, see for example
[BDFY15] for a recent collection of some notable results. In particular the algebraic approach has clarified and
extended to curved backgrounds the analysis of interactions by means of perturbation theory and the associated
renormalization ambiguities [BDF09, Rej16]. The whole procedure is based on a few key ingredients. At the
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level of states, one needs to consider only those enjoying the so-called Hadamard condition, see for example
[KM14]. This is a prescription on the form of the wavefront set of the two-point correlation functions of the
underlying free field theory. It guarantees both that the ultraviolet behaviour of the quantum state coincides
with that of the Poincare´ vacuum and that the quantum fluctuations of all observables are finite. In addition
one extends the collection of all observables to include also the Wick polynomials of the underlying fields
endowed with a time-ordered product defining an algebra structure. This problem has been studied by several
authors starting from [BFK96] and particularly relevant are the seminal papers written by Hollands and Wald
[HW01, HW02]. We remark that, in these papers, suitable analytic properties of the underlying structures have
been assumed – cf. [HW01, HW02, Sec. 4.2] – but such constraints have been recently weakened by Khavkine
and Moretti in [KM16, KMM17].
In almost all the analyses present in the literature, the problem of discussing interactions at a perturbative
level in terms of Wick ordered quantum field has always been tackled under the assumptions that the underlying
background is Lorentzian. Yet, in several instances it turns out that, if one considers models built on Riemannian
manifolds, explicit calculations are often easier since one can use several tools and techniques coming from
quantum statistical mechanics. In all these cases, these so-called Euclidean quantum field theories play only an
auxiliary roˆle and it is implicitly taken for granted that all results should be translated to a Lorentzian framework
via aWick rotation. This procedure is technically very delicate and it works only under very specific hypotheses,
which have been investigated first by Osterwalder and Schrader [OS73, OS75]. A further notable analysis in
the algebraic framework can be found in [Sch98, Wa79].
While the attitude of considering Euclidean quantum field theories only as an auxiliary tool is certainly
justified in many instances, we are strongly advocating that this viewpoint is highly reductive. There exists a
plethora of physically relevant models in quantum statistical mechanics, which are nothing but quantum field
theories intrinsically defined on a Riemannian manifold. There are several examples ranging from Landau-
Ginzburg theory to non-linear sigma models. The latter were recently studied within the framework of algebraic
quantum field theory in connection to the derivation of Ricci flow [CDDR18]. In all these cases there is no
physical or mathematical reason to consider a Wick rotated version in a Lorentzian setting and therefore one
needs to adopt an intrinsic viewpoint in which Euclidean field theories are studied independently from any
Lorentzian counterpart.
In this paper we adopt this perspective and we use the framework of algebraic quantum field theory con-
sidering a real scalar field on a smooth, oriented and connected Riemannian manifold of arbitrary dimension
greater than 1 and constructing the associated algebra of Wick polynomials. In our analysis we will be mainly
inspired by [HW01, HW02, KM16] who have solved completely this problem under the hypothesis that the
underlying background is Lorentzian and globally hyperbolic. While we are strongly influenced by these pa-
pers, we stress that the problem that we are tackling is not a simple rewriting of these works in an Euclidean
signature. Working on a Riemannian manifold leads to several structural and technical notable differences in
comparison to the Lorentzian framework which we now highlight.
As a matter of fact, let (M,g) be a not necessarily compact, Riemannian, oriented, connected, smooth man-
ifold of dimension dimM = D ≥ 2, such that ∂M = ∅. We consider on top of it a real scalar field φ :M → R
whose dynamics is ruled by E, a second order, elliptic differential operator. Our first goal is to construct an
algebra of observables associated to this system. To this end we employ the functional formalism, which has
been successfully used in many instances in algebraic quantum field theory [BDF09, Rej16]. Yet, contrary to
the Lorentzian scenario, we do not consider the space of on-shell configurations and observables as functionals
defined on this space, but we work only off-shell. The reason is two-fold. From the physical viewpoint, the
lessons we learn from quantum statistical mechanics and from the state sum approach is that one needs to con-
sider all accessible configurations and not only those selected by the equations of motion. From a mathematical
and structural perspective, instead, information on E is encoded in the associated fundamental solution G. Yet,
working directly with it is problematic, since neither its existence nor its uniqueness are guaranteed, which is
parameterized by the kernel of E, see [LT87]. For this reason one needs to consider in place ofG the collection
of all parametrices associated to E, see e.g. [Shu87, Wel08], which always exist yielding an inverse of E up
to smoothing operators. In sharp contrast with the Lorentzian framework, where an algebra of observables is
constructed using the distinguished, uniquely defined, advanced and retarded fundamental solutions associated
to a symmetric hyperbolic partial differential equation, our observables are constructed as equivariant sections
of an affine bundle whose base space is the collection of all parametrices while the typical fiber is a vector space
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of regular and polynomial functionals. These are endowed with a fiberwise algebra structure induced by the
parametrix of the operator E.
The ensuing ∗-algebra, dubbed Areg(M ; g) enjoys notable properties. Contrary to the Lorentzian counter-
part, it is commutative as a consequences of the parametrices being symmetric. In addition the construction is
functorial. Hence, following the same ideas of [BFV03], the assignment of Areg[M ;h] to (M ; g) is local and
covariant, thus allowing us to identify it as an Euclidean locally covariant quantum field theory. As a byproduct
we can introduce the notion of a locally covariant observable, which includes as a special sub case that of a
locally covariant quantum field.
The subsequent goal of our investigation is to enlarge Areg[M ; g] so as to include Wick polynomials while
keeping the property that the construction is local and covariant. To this end we consider a larger class of
functionals, namely those which are polynomial and local. The problem that we need to face is that the product
defined on the algebra of regular functionals is not well-defined on this new class on account of the singular
structure of the parametrices of E. In order to bypass this hurdle, we divide our analysis in two main steps.
In the first one we focus on the so-called Wick powers, which are, roughly speaking, an integer power of
a single quantum field configuration. We generalize the procedure outlined in the seminal papers [HW01,
HW02], though our underlying framework follows that of [KM16] in which it has been shown that one can
consider smooth manifolds rather than those analytic, thanks to an application of the Peetre-Slova´k theorem,
see [NS14] and references therein. We prove existence of Wick ordered powers and we discuss and characterize
the ambiguities in their construction. This part of our work generalizes to the case of a real scalar field the
analysis for non-linear sigma models which appeared in [CDDR18]. We mention that in [Da19a, Da19b] one
can find a complementary analysis of the Wick squared scalar field on a compact Riemannian manifold.
At this stage we can realize the second notable difference from the Lorentzian counterpart. In discussing
the quantization of a field theory on a globally hyperbolic spacetime, one needs to deal with two distinguished
algebra structures, the one induced by the so-called ⋆-product and that associated to the time-ordered product.
The latter is the one relevant for endowing Wick polynomials with an algebra structure. In a Riemannian setting
one deals with a single commutative product which is well defined on regular functionals while it needs to be
extended also to Wick ordered powers, giving rise to what we refer to as E-product. Even in this case we prove
existence of such product and we characterize the non-uniqueness of its definition which is the source of the
renowned regularization ambiguities in the case in hand.
In the second main step of our paper, we extend our construction to account also for Wick polynomials
containing derivatives of the field configurations, while keeping track of the covariance of the construction. In
this procedure, following [HW05], we need to add two further requirements in comparison to those needed
to construct Wick powers. These are the Leibnitz rule and the principle of perturbative agreement (PPA), see
also [DHP16] for a generalization. Both can be read as necessary consistency conditions and the second one
entails heuristically that, in an interacting theory, every linear contribution to the equation of motion can be
equivalently considered as part of the free theory or of the interaction without affecting the overall construction.
It is important to observe that, while implementing the Leibnitz rule appears to be harmless, in [HW05], it
has been shown that the PPA can fail for parity violating Lorentzian field theories – actually, in the Lorentzian
framework, it will always fail in two-dimensions. Such failure can be interpreted as an unavoidable “anomaly”
in the quantization procedure. Yet it is known that there exist instances where the PPA can be coherently im-
plemented, e.g. charged Dirac fields, [Za15]. Finally it is worth mentioning that our results are complementary
to those obtained by Keller in [Kel09, Kel10] in the analysis of Epstein-Glaser renormalization in an Euclidean
framework. We remark that the net of algebras that we obtain at the end of our construction seems to bear
similarities with factorization algebras and, in our opinion, it would be worth making a detailed comparison
along the same lines of [GR17, BPS19] in the Lorentzian setting.
As last step, we investigate the structure of the ∗-algebra of observables when the underlying Lagrangian is
not only quadratic in the field configurations but it contains also an interacting term. This is codified in a local
perturbation, so that it can be analysed in the framework of pAQFT as described in [BDFY15, Rej16]. The
key point of this approach is the possibility to realize every local and covariant observable of the interacting
theory as a formal power series in the algebra of the underlying free field theory. This is encoded in a linear
and covariant map RV , dubbed quantum Møller operator, whose construction is analysed in the framework of
Euclidean locally covariant theories. The outcome is that RV is both local and covariant only if one selects a
fundamental solution G of the underlying elliptic operator E – cf. Section 7 for a more detailed discussion.
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Contrary to the Lorentzian scenario, where such selection is locally covariant when working with the category
of globally hyperbolic spacetimes, this is not the case in the Euclidean regime. Hence, to bypass this hurdle,
one must encode the choice of G as a background datum in the underlying category in order to restore local
covariance. This procedure generalizes a similar strategy followed in [BDHS14, Sec. 6] when dealing with
the failure of isotony in the analysis of the interplay between the principle of general local covariance and the
quantization of Abelian gauge theories.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 1.1 we fix notation and conventions, while in Section 2 we
introduce the notion of an Euclidean locally covariant field theory, proving that a real scalar field on a smooth,
connected, oriented Riemannian manifold, whose dynamics is ruled by a second order, elliptic differential
operator can be described within this framework. In Section 3 we introduce the notion of locally covariant
observables as a preliminary step to discuss Wick ordered powers of quantum fields. This is the core of Section
4 in which we discuss Wick powers, their existence and the ambiguities in their construction. Subsequently
we investigate how to endow Wick powers with an algebra structure. In Section 5 we discuss the so-called E-
product which is a local and covariant extension of the one introduced in Section 2 for regular functionals. Also
in this case we prove existence of the E-product and we discuss the ambiguities in its construction. In Section
6 we extend our analysis to account also for Wick polynomials including derivatives of the field configurations.
This forces us to introduce two new requirements, the Leibnitz rule and the principle of perturbative agreement
which are discussed in detail. In Section 7 we discuss the ∗-algebra of observables of interacting field theories
in the framework of perturbative algebraic quantum field theory. In particular we study the quantum Møller
operator and its interplay with locality and covariance. Finally in Appendix A we recall one of the main results
that we use, namely the Peetre-Slova´k theorem.
1.1 General Setting
Goal of this section is to fix notations and conventions, introducing the key geometric and analytic structures,
which play a roˆle in this work. With (M,g) we denote a connected, oriented and smooth Riemannian manifold,
with dimM = D ≥ 2. In addition, for simplicity we assume that M has empty boundary, i.e. ∂M = ∅.
Notice that we are not assuming thatM is compact. On top ofM , we consider a real scalar field ϕ : M → R,
whose associated space of real-valued kinematic configurations is E(M) ≡ C∞(M ;R). In this paper we shall
adopt the notation C∞(M) ≡ C∞(M ;R). Borrowing the nomenclature from the Lorentzian realm, dynamical
configurations are the extrema of the Lagrangian density,
LE[ϕ] := 〈ϕ,Eϕ〉µg , ϕ ∈ E(M), (1)
where µg is the metric induced volume form, while 〈, 〉 stands for the pointwise product between smooth
functions. In addition E : E(M)→ E(M) is a generic operator of Laplace type, that is a formally self-adjoint
second order elliptic partial differential operator whose principal symbol is gij(x)k
ikj for every x ∈ M and
for every k ∈ T ∗xM . Hence, in every local chart, such operator reads
E := −(∇j −Aj)g
jk(∇k +Ak) + c , (2)
where ∇ stands for the covariant derivative, A ∈ Γ(T ∗M) while c ∈ C∞(M). If both A and c vanish, E
coincides with the Laplace-Beltrami operator built out of g. In the following we shall consider (g,A, c) as
background structures and it is important to evaluate their so-called engineering dimensions dϕ, dA, dc ∈ R.
These coefficients are determined by considering the scaling transformations
g 7→ gλ := λ
−2g, ϕ 7→ ϕλ := λ
dϕϕ, A 7→ Aλ := λ
dAA c 7→ cλ := λ
dcc,
and requiring the Lagrangian density to be invariant under such transformations, namely
LEλ [ϕλ] ≡ L[ϕλ, gλ, Aλ, cλ] = L[ϕ, g,A, c] ≡ LE[ϕ].
Recalling Equation (1) and the scaling behaviour of the volume measure µλ−2g = λ
−Dµg, a straightforward
computation yields
dϕ =
D− 2
2
, dA = 0, dc = 2. (3)
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Remark 1: We observe that an equivalent framework, which we could have considered, consists of picking as
basic data a connected, oriented, smooth manifold M , still for simplicity with empty boundary, together with
a generic second order elliptic differential operator K acting on scalar function. In this context one can endow
M with a smooth Riemannian metric defined directly out of the principal symbol of K. Hence, while, on the
one hand, opting for E as in (2) does not entail a loss of generality, on the other hand, it is a more convenient
setting to emphasize and to analyze the roˆle of general local covariance in the next sections.
2 Euclidean Locally Covariant Field Theories
In this section, we have a twofold goal. First of all we define the notion of an Euclidean locally covariant field
theory and secondly we prove that the model of a real scalar field as per (1) and (2) fits in this scheme. To this
end, we shall make use of the language of categories following the same ideas developed for the first time in
the Lorentzian setting in the seminal work [BFV03]. In this endeavour we follow in spirit and we extend partly
the framework of [CDDR18]. Hence we start by defining the basic ingredients:
1. BkgG denotes the category of background geometries, such that
• Obj(BkgG) is the collection of pairs (M ;h), where M denotes a smooth, connected and oriented
manifold with empty boundary and with dimM = D ≥ 2, whereas h ≡ (g,A, c) identifies the
background data, that is A ∈ Γ(T ∗M), c ∈ C∞(M) while g ∈ Γ(S2T ∗M) is a Riemannian
metric;
• Arr(BkgG) is the collection of morphisms between (M ;h), (M ′;h′) ∈ Obj(BkgG) which are
specified by an orientation preserving isometric embedding between χ : M → M ′ such that h =
χ∗h′ where h′ ≡ (g′, A′, c′).
2. Algc is the category whose objects are unital, commutative
∗-algebras while the arrows are unit preserv-
ing, injective ∗-homomorphisms.
3. Vec is the category whose objects are real vector spaces whereas whose arrows are injective linear mor-
phisms.
Remark 2: Notice that, similarly to [KM16] and to [CDDR18], BkgG enjoys the property of being dimen-
sionful, i.e., in view of (3), it is endowed with an action of R+ := (0,∞) on Obj(BkgG)
(M ;h) = (M ; g,A, c) 7→ (M ;hλ) := (M ; gλ, Aλ, cλ) := (M ;λ
−2g,A, λ2c), (4)
which is preserved by the arrows ofBkgG.
Definition 3: A (scalar) Euclidean locally covariant field theory is a pair (A, {ςλ,µ}λ,µ∈(0,+∞)) made of the
following data:
1. A is a covariant functor A : BkgG → Algc . For any λ, µ > 0, let Aλ := A ◦ ρλ : BkgG → Algc be
the covariant functor where ρλ : BkgG→ BkgG is the functor acting as the identity on Arr(BkgG) and
according to (4) on Obj(BkgG).
2. Then for all λ, µ ∈ (0,+∞), ςλ,µ is a natural isomorphism ςλ,µ : : Aµ → Aλ such that, for every
λ, µ, ρ ∈ R+,
ςλ,µ[M ;h] = ςλ,ρ[M ;h] ◦ ςρ,µ[M ;h] , ςλ,λ[M ;h] = IdA[M ;h] . (5)
for any (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG). For the sake of brevity, in the following we shall write ςλ[M ;h] :=
ς1,λ[M ;h].
Remark 4: Observe that, in comparison to [CDDR18], we have strengthened the definition of an Euclidean
locally covariant theory by hard coding the requirement that the ∗-algebra associated to each background ge-
ometry is commutative. As we will show, in the model in hand this requirement is a natural byproduct of the
structural property of the elliptic operator E defined in (2).
Remark 5: Notice that ςλ is such that the scaling transformation of Equation (4) is implemented coherently in
the theory described by the functor A, hence entailing that Aλ can be interpreted as the functor describing the
theory A at the scale λ.
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2.1 The scalar field as an Euclidean locally covariant field theory
We are now in position to reformulate the model ruled by the Lagrangian density (1) as an Euclidean locally
covariant theory. To this end, we start by considering an arbitrary but fixed background geometry (M ;h) ∈
Obj(BkgG), showing how to build a unital, commutative ∗-algebra A[M ;h] associated with the Lagrangian
density (1) – cf. definition 12 and proposition 36.
Hence, let (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and let E be the operator (1). Being elliptic and formally self-adjoint it
admits [Wel08, Th. 4.4] a symmetric operator P˜ : D(M)→ E(M) which is unique up to smoothing operators
such that
P˜E − IdD(M) ∈ E(M ×M) , EP˜ − IdD(M) ∈ E(M ×M) . (6)
In addition, observe that each operator P˜ identifies an associated parametrix, that is a bi-distribution P ∈
D′(M ×M), such that, for all f, f ′ ∈ D(M), P (f ⊗ f ′) = P (f ′ ⊗ f) = 〈P˜ (f), f ′〉g where 〈, 〉g is the metric
induced pairing between E(M) and D(M). The singularities of P are codified in its wavefront set, which, as a
consequence of [Ho¨03, Corol. 8.3.2], reads
WF(P ) = {(x, k1;x, k2) ∈ T
∗(M ×M) \ {0} | k1 + k2 = 0}. (7)
In the following, we will denote with Par[M ;h] the set of symmetric parametrices associated with the theory
on (M ;h). In view of Equation (6), Par[M ;h] is an affine space modeled on E(M ×M).
Remark 6: Recall that each parametrix P ∈ D′(M × M) associated to the elliptic operator E admits a
Hadamard representation [G98, Chap. 5]. For an arbitrary but fixed x0 ∈ M let O be a convex geodesic
neighbourhood centered at x0. Then for all x, y ∈ O, the associated integral kernel reads
P (x, y) = H(x, y) +WP (x, y), H(x, y) =
U(x, y)
σ
D−2
2 (x, y)
+ V (x, y) log
(
σ(x, y)
ν2
)
, (8)
where ν ∈ R is an arbitrary reference length, σ(x, y) is the halved squared geodesic distance between x and
y while U, V,WP ∈ E(O × O) are symmetric functions with V = 0, if D is odd. The coefficients U, V in
(8) are defined in terms of a formal power series in σ, that is, V (x, y) =
∑
n Vn(x, y)σ(x, y)
n, U(x, y) =∑
n Un(x, y)σ(x, y)
n. The functions Vn(x, y), Un(x, y) satisfy a hierarchical system of transport equations,
built only out of the background geometric data (M ;h) and of the elliptic operator E. The series defining
U, V can be made convergent locally by introducing suitable cut-off functions which do not alter the singular
behaviour in the limit x → y – cf. [HW01, Sec. 5.2]. H is also known as the Hadamard parametrix and it
codifies locally the singular structure of P . Moreover notice that, although WP (x, y) is well-defined only for
x, y ∈ O, its coinciding point limit [WP ](x) := WP (x, x) can be extended, via a partition of unity argument,
to a globally well-defined function [WP ] ∈ E(M). The procedure does not depend on the chosen partition of
unity.
Having introduced the key structures, our strategy is to consider an arbitrary but fixed parametrix P ∈
Par[M ;h] building a unital ∗-algebra associated to the theory ruled by the operator E as in (2). At a later stage,
we will show how to remove the dependence from the parametrix chosen. Therefore we need to define suitable
classes of functionals – see e.g. [BDGR18],
Definition 7: A functional F : E(M)→ C is called:
• smooth if, for any ϕ,ϕ1, . . . ϕk ∈ E(M), with k > 1, the k-th functional derivative F
(k)[ϕ], defined as
〈
F (k)[ϕ], ϕ1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ϕk
〉
:=
∂k
∂s1 . . . ∂sk
F
(
ϕ+
k∑
i=1
siϕi
)∣∣∣∣
s1=...sk=0
,
identifies a symmetric and compactly supported distribution, namely F (k)[ϕ] ∈ E ′(Mk) where Mk :=
M × ...×M︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
,
• regular if, for any ϕ,ϕ1, . . . , ϕk ∈ E(M), with k > 1, F
(k)[ϕ] ∈ D(Mk);
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• polynomial if it has only a finite number of non-vanishing functional derivatives;
• compactly supported if
⋃
ϕ∈E(M)
supp(F (1)[ϕ]) is compact;
• local if, for all k ∈ N,
– supp(F (k)[ϕ]) ⊂ Diag(Mk) := {(x1, . . . , xk) ∈M
k |x1 = · · · = xk}, for all ϕ ∈ E(M);
– for all ϕ ∈ E(M), the wave front set WF(F (k)[ϕ]) is contained in Dk, the conormal of the thin
diagonal, that is Dk :=
{
(x1, ζ1, ..., xk, ζk) ∈ T
∗(Mk) | x1 = . . . = xk and
k∑
i=1
ζi = 0
}
.
We denote with Preg[M ;h] (resp. Ploc[M ;h]) the set of polynomial and regular (resp. polynomial and local),
compactly supported functionals onM . We also denote withP[M ;h] the commutative and associative, unital ∗-
algebra generated by Ploc[M ;h] with respect to the pointwise product. The ∗-involution is induced by complex
conjugation.
Remark 8: In this section we are implicitly assuming that all functionals F are such that F (ϕ) does not
depend on the derivatives of ϕ, being in addition polynomial. For example we are excluding functionals such
as F (ϕ) :=
∫
M
µg(x)µg(y)ω
ab(x, y)ϕ(x)∂aϕ(y)∂bϕ(y) where ω ∈ Γc(TM ⊠ TM). We shall remove this
limitation in Section 6.
Proposition 9: The vector space Preg[M ;h] of smooth, regular and polynomial functionals is an associative
and commutative ∗-algebra if endowed with the following product: for any F,G ∈ Preg[M ;h],
(F ·P G)(ϕ) = F (ϕ)G(ϕ) +
∑
k>1
1
k!
〈F (k)[ϕ], P⊗kG(k)[ϕ]〉, (9)
where P⊗kG(k)[ϕ] ∈ E(Mk) is the extension of P ⊗ ...⊗ P︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
to G(k)[ϕ] according to [Ho¨03, Thm. 8.2.13].
The ∗-involution on Preg[M ;h] is completely fixed by F
∗(ϕ) = F (ϕ) for all F ∈ Preg[M ;h]. We denote with
Freg,P [M ;h] the
∗-algebra (Preg[M ;h], ·P , ∗).
Proof. First of all, notice that (9) is well defined. On the one hand, the functional F and G being regular,
their derivatives F (k)[ϕ] and G(k)[ϕ] identify smooth and compactly supported functions and thus every term
〈F (k)[ϕ], P⊗kG(k)[ϕ]〉 in the sum is well defined. On the other hand, F and G being polynomial, only a finite
number of non vanishing terms appear in the sum, guaranteeing convergence. Finally, associativity holds per
construction whereas commutativity is a by product of each parametrix of E being symmetric.
Notice that (M ;h) 7→ Freg,P [M ;h] falls short from identifying an Euclidean locally covariant field theory in
the sense of Definition 3 since this construction requires the choice of an arbitrary parametrix P ∈ Par[M ;h].
Our next goal is the removal of this arbitrariness. The first step consists of proving that different choices of
parametrix lead to algebras which are ∗-isomorphic. The next proposition makes this statement precise and
since its proof is identical, mutatis mutandis, to that of [Lin13, Prop. 1.4.7], [Kel09, Prop. II.4], we omit it.
Proposition 10: Consider an arbitrary but fixed (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and let P,Q ∈ Par[M ;h]. Then the
∗-algebras Freg,P [M ;h] and Freg,Q[M ;h] are
∗-isomorphic, the ∗-isomorphism being
αQP : Freg,Q[M ;h]→ Freg,P [M ;h] , (α
Q
PF )(ϕ) :=
[
exp
[
ΥP−Q
]
F
]
(ϕ) , (10)
where [
exp
[
ΥP−Q
]
F
]
(ϕ) =
∞∑
n=0
1
2nn!
〈(P −Q)⊗n, F (2n)[ϕ]〉 (11)
and where ΥP−Q is such that
(ΥP−QF )(ϕ) :=
1
2
〈
P −Q,F (2)[ϕ]
〉
.
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The second and last step consists of recollecting all ∗-algebras of Proposition 10 in a single structure.
Definition 11: We call Ereg[M ;h] and E[M ;h] the bundles
Ereg[M ;h] :=
⋃
P∈Par[M ;h]
Freg,P [M ;h], and E[M ;h] :=
⋃
P∈Par[M ;h]
P[M ;h] (12)
both with base space Par[M ;h] and projection maps πEreg[M ;h](FP ) := P (resp. πE[M ;h]((P,F )) = P ) for all
FP ∈ Freg,P [M ;h] (resp. F ∈ P[M ;h]).
Observe that each fibre of E[M ;h] can be considered an algebra only with respect to the pointwise product and
not with respect to ·P since Equation (9) is in general ill-defined over Ploc[M ;h] on account of the singular
structure of the parametrices of E.
Definition 12: We call Γeq(Ereg[M ;h]) the complex vector space of equivariant sections of Ereg[M ;h], i.e.,
Γeq(Ereg[M ;h]) :=
{
F ∈ Γ(Ereg[M ;h]) | F (P ) = α
Q
PF (Q) ∀P,Q ∈ Par[M ;h]
}
. (13)
and we denote withAreg[M ;h] ≡ (Γeq(Ereg[M ;h]), ·,
∗ ) the unital ∗-algebra whose product and involution are
the following: for all F,G ∈ Γeq(Ereg[M ;h])
(F ·G)(P ) := F (P ) ·P G(P ) , F
∗(P ) := F (P )∗ , (14)
where ·P is defined in (9), while F [P ]
∗ is the ∗-operation introduced in Proposition 9. Similarly we define
Γeq(E[M ;h]) as the complex vector space of equivariant sections of E[M ;h].
An important consequence of this definition is the following.
Corollary 13: Let Γeq,reg : BkgG → Algc and let Γeq : BkgG → Vec be such that
1, for every (M ;h) ∈
Obj(BkgG) and for every χ ∈ Arr(BkgG) mapping from (M ;h) to (M ′, h′)
Γeq,reg[M ;h] = Γeq(Ereg[M ;h]), and Γeq[M ;h] = Γeq(E[M ;h]),
while Γeq,reg[χ] and Γeq[χ] are such that, for all F ∈ Γeq(Ereg[M ;h]) and for all G ∈ Γeq(E[M ;h])
(Γeq,reg[χ](F ))(P
′, ϕ′) = F (χ∗P ′, χ∗ϕ′), and (Γeq[χ](G))(P
′, ϕ′) = G(χ∗P ′, χ∗ϕ′),
where P ′ ∈ Par[M ′;h′] and ϕ′ ∈ E(M ′). Then both Γeq,reg : BkgG → Algc and Γeq : BkgG → Vec are
covariant functors.
Proof. It suffices to observe that per construction Γeq,reg[id |(M ;h)] = id |Γeq,reg[M ;h] while, for any pair of
morphisms χ : M → M ′ and χ′ : M ′ → M˜ , the properties of the pull-back entail that Γeq,reg[χ
′ ◦ χ] =
Γeq,reg[χ
′] ◦ Γeq,reg[χ]. The same statement holds true when considering Γeq.
Remark 14: In order to investigate the scaling properties of Γeq,reg, let (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and let, for
any λ > 0, (M ;hλ) be as in Equation (4). This will lead to a family of maps ςλ,µ satisfying the properties of
Definition 3 – cf. Theorem 15. As discussed in Section 1.1, the scaling transformations are fully determined
by the request of leaving the Lagrangian density invariant, namely Lλ = L. As a matter of fact, for all λ > 0
the space of parametrices Par[M ;h], Par[M ;hλ] are in bijection since Pλ := λ
−2P ∈ Par[M ;hλ] for all
P ∈ Par[M ;h]. This is a by product of E → λ2E under scaling gab → λ
−2gab. Moreover notice that also the
local Hadamard representation – cf. Remark 6 – changes under scaling. Therefore we may define a linear map
ςλ : Γeq[M ;hλ]→ Γeq[M ;h]
(ςλF )(P,ϕ) := F (λ
−2P, λ
D−2
2 ϕ) , (15)
for all F ∈ Γeq[M ;h].
Notice that the engineering dimension of ϕ has been inserted to match with the scaling dimension of the
integral kernel with respect to the volume measure µg of the parametrix P (x, y).
1In the following we shall use the symbol Γeq to refer to either the functor Γeq : BkgG→ Algc or to the set of equivariant sections
over a suitable bundle. There will be no risk of confusion since in the latter case Γeq will be always followed by the symbol referring
to the relevant bundle.
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We conclude the section proving a key result.
Theorem 15: Let Areg : BkgG→ Algc be the covariant functor such that
• for any (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), Areg[M ;h] is the unital
∗-algebra of Definition 12;
• for any arrow χ : M → M˜ and for any F ∈ Γeq(Ereg[M ;h]), P ∈ Par[M˜ ; h˜] and ϕ ∈ E(M˜ ),
(Areg(χ)F )(P,ϕ) = F (χ
∗P, χ∗ϕ).
• for any λ > 0 the scaling ςλ is defined as in Remark 14.
Then Areg : BkgG→ Algc is a (scalar) Euclidean locally covariant field theory as per Definition 3.
Proof. First of all, notice thatAreg is well defined since Areg[M ;h] is per construction a unital, associative and
commutative ∗-algebra. In addition, for every arrow χ from [M ;h] to [M˜ ; h˜], it holds that χ∗P ∈ Par[M ;h]
and thusAreg(χ)F is still an equivariant section. In addition, for all χ, χ˜ ∈ ArrBkgG, the properties of the pull-
back entail that (χ◦χ˜)∗ = χ˜∗◦χ∗. It descends thatAreg(χ)◦Areg(χ˜) = A(χ˜◦χ) andAreg(IdM ) = IdAreg[M ;h].
This entails that Areg is a covariant functor.
Finally, a direct computation shows that the linear map ςλ defined in Remark 2 is a ∗-isomorphism between
Areg[M ;h] and Areg[M ;hλ]. Notice the crucial roˆle played by the engineer dimension of ϕ in Equation (15).
This has been inserted to match with the scaling dimension of the integral kernel with respect to the volume
measure µg of the parametrix P (x, y).
From now on, in this paper, with Areg we denote the Euclidean locally covariant field theory as per Defini-
tion 12 and Theorem 15.
Remark 16: In the Lorentzian framework it is common to consider off-shell and on-shell algebras, the latter be-
ing obtained as a quotient between the first one and a suitable ∗-ideal encoding dynamically trivial observables.
A similar procedure has no straightforward counterpart in the Riemannian setting due to the equations of motion
being ruled by an elliptic operator. Nevertheless, we may identify a “distinguished” algebra by considering the
one constructed out of equivariant sections over a sub-bundle of E[M ;h] whose base space is that of fundamen-
tal solutions G ∈ SolFond[M ;h] of E. These are exact inverses of E and, according to [LT87], their existence
is not guaranteed in general. Yet, assuming the space SolFond[M ;h] ⊂ Par[M ;h] to be non-trivial, we may
consider the algebra Areg,ex[M ;h] := Γeq(Eex[M ;h]), where Eex[M ;h] :=
⋃
G∈SolFond[M ;h]Freg,G[M ;h].
This algebra may be considered as an “exact” version of A[M ;h].
Remark 17: On account of Definition 12 and of Proposition 10 it can proved that Areg[M ;h] is in fact ∗-
isomorphic to the algebra Preg[M ;h] equipped with pointwise product – the same holds true for the subsequent
algebra A[M ;h] introduced in Proposition 36. It may appear more useful to deal directly with Preg[M ;h],
however, one should remember that the scaling map ςλ introduced in Remark 2 leads to a non-trivial scaling
behaviour of elements F ∈ A[M ;h] – cf. Definition 24 and subsequent discussion. This anomalous scaling is
due to the scaling behaviour of the Hadamard parametrix H introduced in remark 6 and it is best seen when
dealing with Areg[M ;h].
3 Locally Covariant Observables and Quantum Fields
In this section we introduce the notion of locally covariant observables, as distinguished classes of natural
transformation with value in Algc.
Definition 18: For all ℓ ∈ N we define Γℓc : BkgG → Vec as the functor such that, for any (M ;h) ∈
Obj(BkgG) and χ ∈ Arr(BkgG),
Γℓc[M ;h] := SC
∞
c (M
ℓ) , Γℓc[χ] := χ∗ . (16)
Similarly, we call Γ•c : BkgG → Algc the covariant functor such that, for any (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and
χ ∈ Arr(BkgG),
Γ•c [M ;h] :=
∞⊕
ℓ=0
SC∞c (M
ℓ) , Γ•c [χ] := χ∗ , (17)
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where SC∞c (M
ℓ) denotes the collection of all smooth, compactly supported, complex valued functions sym-
metric in their argument, with the convention that SC∞c (M
0) := C, while SC∞c (M) ≡ C
∞
c (M). The
product structure on Γ•c [M ;h] is induced by the symmetric tensor product, namely if fℓ ∈ SC
∞
c (M
ℓ) and
fn ∈ SC∞c (M
n) then f ·Γ•c [M ;h] g := f ⊗ g ∈ SC
∞
c (M
ℓ+n). We shall denote with Γ• : BkgG → Algc
and Γℓ : BkgG → Vec the analogous contravariant functors defined by dropping the subscript c – notice that
Γ•(χ) := χ∗.
In the spirit of [BFV03], we introduce locally covariant observables as follows
Definition 19: LetAreg : BkgG→ Algc and Γ
•
c : BkgG → Algc be the functors respectively as per Definition
12 and 18. We define a locally covariant observable as a natural transformation O : Γ•c → Areg, that is,
∀(M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), O[M ;h] : Γ•c [M ;h] → Areg[M ;h] is an arrow in Algc and it holds that, for any
χ ∈ Arr(BkgG) mapping (M ;h) to (M˜ ; h˜),
O[M˜ ; h˜] ◦ Γ•c [χ] = Areg[χ] ◦ O[M ;h] . (18)
Remark 20: The previous definition – see also Definition 24 – generalizes to any Euclidean locally covariant
theory A : BkgG → Algc as per Definition 3, identifying the most general notion of locally covariant observ-
able as a natural transformation O : Γ•c → A. Notice that in [BDF09, KMM17, HW01, HW02, HW03, HW03,
HW05] local and covariant observables are defined as natural transformations O : Γ1c → A. From this point
of view, Definition 19 identifies a multilocal covariant observable, by incorporating also the structure of nat-
ural algebra homomorphism. This is useful for keeping track of the algebraic properties carried by local and
covariant observables – cf. 36.
Remark 21: Notice that, given any (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), O[M ;h] can be seen as an algebra-valued distribu-
tion, i.e., for any P ∈ Par[M ;h] and for any ϕ ∈ E(M)
O[M ;h](·, P, ϕ) : C∞c (M
ℓ) ∋ f 7→ O[M ;h](f, P, ϕ) ∈ C,
is required to be a distribution, namely O[M ;h](·, P, ϕ) ∈ D′(M ℓ).
Remark 22: Notice that, being O[M ;h] ∈ Arr(Algc), for all ℓ ∈ N and for all f1, . . . , fℓ ∈ D(M), it holds
O[M ;h](f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fℓ) = O[M ;h](f1) · · · O[M ;h](fℓ) ,
where the product on the right-hand side is in Areg[M ;h]. This observation and the assumed continuity of
O[M ;h](·, P, ϕ) imply that a locally covariant observable as per Definition 19 is completely determined on Γ•c
once its action on the degree ℓ = 0, 1 and the product · of the algebra Areg are known. Notice furthermore that,
since we are dealing with regular functionals, the products involved in the previous equation are all well-defined.
This will not be the case when dealing with local functionals.
Example 23: Let (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and let Φ[M ;h] : Γ•c [M ;h] → Areg[M ;h] be such that, given
f ∈ D(M), for any P ∈ Par[M ;h] and for any ϕ ∈ E(M), Φ[M ;h](f) is the linear functional
Φ[M ;h](f, P, ϕ) :=
∫
M
µg fϕ , (19)
extended according to the equation in the preceding remark. Consider now a morphism χ ∈ Arr(BkgG)
mapping (M ;h) to (M˜ ; h˜). In order to prove that Φ is a locally covariant observable, we need to show that
Φ[M˜ ; h˜] ◦ Γ•c [χ] = Areg[χ] ◦ Φ[M ;h]. This follows from the definition since, for every f ∈ C
∞
c (M) and for
all P˜ ∈ Par(M˜ ; h˜), ϕ˜ ∈ C∞(M˜ ),[
Areg(χ)Φ[M ;h](f)
]
(P˜ , ϕ˜) = Φ[M ;h](f, χ∗P˜ , χ∗ϕ˜) =
∫
M˜
µg˜ ϕ˜χ∗f
= Φ[M˜, h˜](Γ•c(χ)f, P˜ , ϕ˜) .
We conclude that Φ is a locally covariant observable, to which we will refer to as locally covariant quantum
field.
Since we will be interested in the scaling behavior of locally covariant observables, we introduce the notion
of rescaled locally covariant observable.
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Definition 24: Let O : Γ•c → Areg be a locally covariant observable. For any (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) we call
SλO the rescaled locally covariant observable at scale λ > 0, defined by(
SλO
)
[M ;h](f) := ςλ
[
O[M ;hλ](λ
Df)
]
, (20)
for all f ∈ C∞c (M) and where (M ;hλ) is defined as per Equation (4), while ςλ has been defined in remark
14. Furthermore, on the one hand, we say that O has engineering dimension dO ∈ R if, for any (M ;h) ∈
Obj(BkgG) and for any f ∈ C∞c (M), it satisfies
(SλO)[M ;h](f) = λ
dOO[M ;h](f) . (21)
On the other hand, we say that O scales almost homogeneously with dimension κ ∈ R and order m ∈ N if
SλO[M ;h](f) = λ
κO[M ;h](f) + λκ
∑
j≤m
log(λ)jOj [M ;h](f) , (22)
for any (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), f ∈ C∞c (M) and where Oj , for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, are locally covariant
observables which scale almost homogeneously with degree κ and order m − j. The definition is inductive
in the order m and a locally covariant observable which scales almost homogeneously with dimension κ and
order m = 0 scales homogeneously with dimension κ.
Remark 25: Notice that the scaling of the test-function f is chosen in such a way that the density fµg is scale
invariant.
4 Wick Ordered Powers of Quantum Fields
Our next goal is to bypass the limitation of Γeq(E[M ;h]) not being an algebra, since (9) is ill-defined on local
polynomial functionals. To overcome this hurdle we introduce Wick monomials, which play the roˆle of a
non-linear generalization of local and covariant observables as per Example 23, proving their existence and
classifying the ambiguities in their definition.
In this endeavor we adapt to the Riemannian case the approach taken by [KM16], which, in turn, is a
generalization of the seminal papers [HW01, HW02] in which the condition of the underlying manifold being
analytic is dropped. This is achieved applying the Peetre-Slova´k theorem, which is recalled succinctly in
Appendix A.
We divide the analysis in two steps, focusing first on Wick powers and subsequently on Wick monomials.
The former identify, roughly speaking, an integer power of a single fundamental field Φ – cf. Example 23. The
latter codify the product of finitely many Wick powers, leading to the algebraic structure which we refer to as
E-product – cf. Proposition 36.
In this section we discuss in detail the first step, following a procedure similar to the one employed in
[CDDR18] in the study of non linear sigma models. Observe that, in the following, Φ will always denote the
locally covariant observable defined in Example 23.
Definition 26: Let Γeq and Γ
1
c be the functors defined respectively in Corollary 13 and Definition 18. We call
family of Wick powers, associated to Φ, a collection of natural transformations {Φk}k∈N∪{0} with Φ
k : Γ1c →
Γeq such that the following conditions are met:
1. ∀ k ∈ N∪{0},Φk is a natural transformation – here we are regarding Γeq as aVec-valued functor – which
scales almost homogeneously with dimension kDϕ = k
(
D−2
2
)
and order at most k, where D = dim(M)
and where we have considered the natural generalization of Definition 24 to this setting;
2. if k = 1, Φ1 ≡ Φ while, if k = 0, Φ0 = IdΓeq , where, for any (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), IdΓeq[M ;h] denotes
the identity functional such that for any f1 ∈ Γ
1
c [M ;h], IdΓeq[M ;h](f1, P ;ϕ) :=
∫
M
µg f1;
3. ∀k ∈ N ∪ {0}, (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), f1 ∈ Γ
1
c [M ;h], P ∈ Par[M ;h] and ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ E(M),
〈Φk[M ;h](f1, P )
(1)[ϕ1], ϕ2〉 = kΦ
k−1[M ;h](ϕ2f1, P, ϕ1), (23)
where the superscript (1) on the left hand side denotes the first order functional derivative;
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4. let n ∈ N and let (M ;hs) ∈ Obj(BkgG), with {hs}s∈Rn a smooth and compactly supported n-
dimensional family of variations of h – see Definition 70 and let L(M) denote the trivial line bun-
dle M × C. For any smooth family {Ps}s∈Rn with Ps ∈ Par(M ;hs) and for any s ∈ R
n, let
Uk ∈ D
′(π∗nL(M)) be the distribution on the pull-back bundle π
∗
nL(M) – here πn : R
n ×M → M
denotes the canonical projection – such that, for any f1 ∈ Γ
1
c [M ;h],
Uk(χ, f1) :=
∫
Rn
ds Φk[M ;hs](f1, Ps, 0)χ(s) , ∀χ ∈ D(R
n). (24)
It holds that ∀k ∈ N,
WF(Uk) = ∅, (25)
withWF(Uk) denoting the wave front set of the distribution Uk [Ho¨03, Def. 8.1.2];
5. for any k ∈ N, (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and f ∈ Γ1c [M ;h],
Φk[M ;h](f)∗ = Φk[M ;h](f ). (26)
Remark 27: Notice that the family {Ps}s∈Rn is associated to a unique P ∈ D
′(π∗nL(M × M)) and the
existence of such family is a consequence both of the smooth dependence on s ∈ Rn of the elliptic operator
Es, associated with the background geometries (M ;hs) and of the construction of Ps as a pseudodifferential
operator [Shu87, Thm. 5.1].
4.1 Existence of Wick Ordered Powers of Quantum Fields
In this short section we exhibit an explicit construction of Wick powers abiding by the axioms of Definition 26.
Let k ∈ N, (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and let f ∈ Γ1c [M ;h] while ϕ ∈ E(M). Starting from the polynomial local
functional
φk[M ;h](f, ϕ) :=
∫
M
µgϕ
kf , (27)
we construct an equivariant counterpart with respect to the choice of a parametrix P ∈ Par[M ;h]. Recalling
that Par[M ;h] is an affine space modeled over C∞(M ×M), we set
:Φk :H [M ;h](f, P, ϕ) :=
[
exp
[
ΥWP ]φ
k[M ;h](f)
]
(ϕ) , (28)
where ΥWP is defined as in (11), whileWP has been introduced in Remark 6.
Observe that (28) is well-defined on account of the support properties of the functional derivatives of local
functionals – cf. Definition 7 – which ensure that only the coinciding point limit [WP ](x) = WP (x, x) is
needed in the evaluation of exp[ΥWP ]F .
This prescription fulfills all requirements of Definition 26. The proof is very similar to the one outlined
in [HW01]. For this reason here we shall give only a brief sketch. As a matter of fact : Φk :H is a locally
covariant observable which scales almost homogeneously with dimension k
(
D−2
2
)
and order at most k as a
consequence of the engineering dimension of ϕ, see Equation (3), and of the presence in even dimensions of
the logarithmic term in the Hadamard expansion of the parametrix, cf. Equation (8). The second, the third
and the fifth condition of Definition 26 hold true per construction, while the fourth one is a by product of the
identities
:Φ2k+1 :H [M ;h](f, P, 0) = 0 , :Φ
2k :H [M ;h](f, P, 0) =
∫
M
µg[WP ]
kf , ∀ k ∈ N .
Since for any smooth family of parametrices {Ps}s∈R it holds that [WPs ](x) is also a smooth in (s, x) ∈ R×M ,
the previous identity entails that the associated distribution Uk has empty wave front set.
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4.2 Non-Uniqueness of Wick Ordered Powers of Scalar Quantum Fields
In this section we investigate whether there exist ambiguities in the prescription of Wick polynomials outlined
in Section 4.1. In the Lorentzian setting, this is an overkilled topic [HW01, KMM17, KM16] and, for our
purposes, we adopt the same strategy of [KM16]. We split the main result of this section in two theorems,
namely, in the first, we prove a general formula (29) relating two arbitrary prescriptions for Wick powers by
means of a family of suitable coefficients, whose structural properties are proven in the second theorem.
Theorem 28: Let {Φ̂k}k and {Φ
k}k be two families of Wick powers associated to Φ as per Definition 26.
Then for (M,h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and for all k ≥ 2 there exists a family {cj [M ;h]}2≤j≤k of smooth functions
cj [M ;h] ∈ Γ
1[M ;h] such that for all f ∈ Γ1c [M ;h]
Φ̂k[M ;h](f) = Φk[M ;h](f) +
k−2∑
j=0
(
k
j
)
Φj[M ;h](ck−j [M ;h]yf) , (29)
where ck−j [M ;h]yf ∈ Γ
1
c [M ;h] denotes the pointwise multiplication
2 between ck−j[M ;h] and f . The tensor
ck−j [M ;h] is weakly regular as per definition 71. Moreover by defining
Ck−j[M ;h](f) :=
∫
M
µg ck−j [M,h]yf IdΓeq[M ;h] , (30)
we have that Ck−j is a local and covariant observable as per definition 19 which scales almost homogeneously
with dimension (k − j)Dϕ = (k − j)
(
D−2
2
)
with respect to the transformation h = (g,A, c) 7→ hλ =
(λ−2g,A, λ2c) in Equation (4).
Proof. The proof goes per induction with respect to k ∈ N. First of all notice that, since, by definition,
Φ̂1 = Φ = Φ1, the thesis holds true if k = 1. We can now prove the inductive step, i.e., we assume that the
thesis holds true up to order k − 1, namely there exist weakly regular tensors {cj [M ;h]}2≤j≤k−1 such that
Φ̂k−1[M ;h](f) = Φk−1[M ;h](f) +
k−3∑
j=0
(
k − 1
j
)
Φj[M ;h](ck−1−j [M ;h]yf) , (31)
(32)
for all f ∈ Γ1c [M ;h]. Let us introduce
Ck[M ;h](f) := Φ̂
k[M ;h](f) − Φk[M ;h](f) −
k−2∑
j=1
(
k
j
)
Φj[M ;h](ck−j [M ;h]yf) .
First of all, notice that Ck is a locally covariant observable which satisfies all the axioms of Wick powers as per
Definition 26, since it is constructed as a linear combination of objects enjoying such properties. In addition,
Ck is a C-number field, namely it is proportional to the identity functional. This is a consequence of axiom (3)
of Definition 26 and of the inductive hypothesis (31) which entail
〈Ck[M ;h]
(1)(f, P )[ϕ1], ϕ2〉 = 0, ∀P ∈ Par[M ;h], f ∈ Γ
1
c [M ;h], andϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ E(M).
As a consequence, we conclude that Ck, seen as an element of Γeq[M ;h], is independent from P and ϕ.
Therefore
Ck[M ;h](f) =
∫
M
µgck[M ;h]yf IdΓeq[M ;h] ,
where ck[M ;h] ∈ Γ
1[M ;h] because of axiom (4) of Definition 26, which entails
WF(ck[M ;h]) = ∅ .
To discuss the regularity properties of ck[M ;h], consider an m-dimensional family of smooth compactly
supported variations hs of h – cf. definition 70. Following the same procedure as above, it descends that
ck[M ;hs](x) is jointly smooth in (s, x). Hence (M ;h)→ ck[M ;h] is weakly regular.
2We stick with this notation in view of section 6.
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Remark 29: On account of the properties of Ck[M ;h] it follows that ck[M ;h](x) depends only on the germ of
h at x. To this end, we focus on the behaviour of ck[M ;h] under pull-back with respect to χ ∈ Arr(BkgG). In
particular, for any Ux, relatively compact open neighbourhood centered at x, the inclusion map χU : Ux →֒M
identifies a morphism of BkgG. In addition the locality property of Ck implies χ
∗ck[χ(M);h] = ck[M ;χ
∗h]
for any χ : U →M . Hence, for any but fixed x ∈M , the sought conclusion descends considering a sequence of
relatively compact open neighbourhoods centered at x, {Ux,i}i∈N such that Ux,i+1 ⊂ Ux,i and lim
i→∞
Ux,i = {x}.
The following theorem provides more information on the coefficients ck [KMM17, KM16].
Theorem 30: Let {Φ̂k}k and {Φ
k}k be two families of Wick powers associated toΦ as per Definition 26. With
reference to Equation (29), it holds that, for any (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), the coefficients cℓ[M ;h] are differential
operators taking the form
cℓ[M ;h](x) = cℓ[g
ab(x), ǫa1...an(x), Rabcd(x), . . . ,∇e1 . . .∇enRabcd(x), . . . (33)
. . . A(x),∇e1 . . .∇enAa(x), c(x),∇e1 . . .∇enc(x)] ,
where ǫa1...an(x) and Rabcd(x) denote respectively, the Levi-Civita and the Riemann curvature tensors built
out of g at x ∈ M . Furthermore, each cℓ is a polynomial, scalar function, covariantly constructed from
of its arguments. Finally, every cℓ scales homogeneously with dimension ℓ
(
D−2
2
)
under the transformation
h = (g,A, c) 7→ hλ = (λ
−2g,A, λ2c).
We omit the proof of this last statement, which relies in turn on the Peetre-Slova´k theorem, since, taking into
account Theorem 28, it is, mutatis mutandis, identical to [KM16, Theorem 3.1].
5 E-Product of Wick Ordered Powers of Quantum Fields
In this section we discuss how to endow the Wick powers with a product structure, which we will refer to as
E-product, which can be read as a local and covariant extension of the bilinear map ·P as in Equation (9). As a
byproduct Γeq acquires the structure of an algebra, hence identifying a full fledged Euclidean locally covariant
field theory as per Definition 3. Recall that the counterpart of this analysis in a Lorentzian framework leads to
the introduction of the renowned time ordered product (T-product) [HW02] which is at the heart of perturbation
theory.
In order to define the E-product we first introduce the concept of Wick monomials which can be seen as
a natural generalization of the one of Wick power. In particular Wick monomials provide an extension of the
product defined in equation (14) to a chosen family of Wick power – cf. equation (35). Once a specific choice
of Wick monomials has been made, Proposition 36 ensures that the algebra Areg[M ;h] can be extended to a
larger one, A[M ;h], generated by the chosen family of Wick powers. The product over A[M ;h] is induced by
Wick monomials, and it is called E-product.
In what follows, k = (kn)n shall denote a finite sequence of non-negative integers, while with ℓ(k) ∈ N we
indicate the number of elements of any such finite sequence k = (k1, . . . , kℓ(k)).
Definition 31: Let {Φk}k∈N be a family of Wick powers associated with the quantum field Φ, as per Definition
26 and let k = (kn)n denote a finite sequence of ℓ(k) many non-negative natural numbers. We call family of
Wick monomials {Φk}k associated to {Φ
k}k a family of natural transformations Φ
k : Γ
ℓ(k)
c → Γeq with the
following properties:
1. for every finite sequence k,Φk : Γ
ℓ(k)
c → Γeq scales almost homogeneously with dimension
∑ℓ(k)
i=1 ki
(
D−2
2
)
and order at most
∑ℓ(k)
i=1 ki, with D := dim(M), where Γeq and Γ
ℓ(k)
c are the functors introduced respec-
tively in Corollary 13 and in Definition 18;
2. if ℓ(k) = 1 then Φk = Φk1;
3. let k be an arbitrary sequence, and (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and let f1, . . . , fℓ(k) ∈ Γ
1
c [M ;h]. Let I (
{1, . . . , ℓ(k)} be a proper subset and denote with Ic the complement of I with respect to {1, . . . , ℓ(k)}.
If ⋃
i∈I
supp(fi) ∩
⋃
j∈Ic
supp(fj) = ∅ , (34)
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then
Φk[M ;h](f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fℓ) = Φ
kI [M ;h]
(⊗
i∈I
fi
)
· ΦkIc [M ;h]
(⊗
j∈Ic
fj
)
, (35)
where kI and kIc denote, respectively, the finite sequences associated with the indices of I and I
c and
where · denotes the equivariant product as per Equation (14).
4. for all sequences k and for any (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), f ∈ Γ
ℓ(k)
c [M ;h], P ∈ Par[M ;h] and ϕ,ψ ∈
E(M),
〈Φk[M ;h](1)(f, P )[ϕ], ψ〉 =
ℓ(k)∑
j=1
kjΦ
k̂j [M ;h](ψf, P, ϕ), (36)
where (k̂j)n = kn for all n 6= j while (k̂j)j = kj−1 – we set by definition Φ
k̂j = 0 whenever kj−1 < 0
for some j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ(k)};
5. for all sequences k, let (M ;hs) ∈ Obj(BkgG) with {hs}s∈Rn be a smooth and compactly supported
family of variations of h, as per Definition 70. Let Vℓ(k)M be the trivial bundle M ℓ(k) × C. For any
smooth family {Ps}s∈Rn with Ps ∈ Par(M ;hs) and for any s ∈ R
n, let Uk ∈ D
′(π˜∗n(V
ℓ(k)M)) be the
distribution on the pull-back bundle π˜∗nV
ℓ(k)M – here π˜n : R
n×M ℓ(k) →M ℓ(k) denotes the canonical
projection – such that, for any f ∈ Γ
ℓ(k)
c [M ;h] and χ ∈ C∞c (R
n),
Uk(χ, f) :=
∫
Rn
ds Φk[M ;hs](f, Ps, 0)χ(s) . (37)
We require thatWF(Uk) ⊆ C(ℓ(k))(M ;h) where
C(ℓ(k))(M) =
{
(x1, p1; . . . ;xℓ(k), pℓ(k); s, τ) ∈ T
∗(π˜∗nV
ℓ(k)M) \ {0} | ∃ I = {i1, . . . , i|I|} ⊂ {1, . . . , ℓ(k)},
|I| > 2 : (xi1 , . . . , xi|I|) ∈ Diag(M
|I|),
∑
i∈I
pi = 0
}
;
(38)
Remark 32: Observe that Definition 31 coincides with Definition 26 when ℓ(k) = 1. In particular, in this case,
the set C(1)(M) as per Equation (38) is empty.
Remark 33: It is noteworthy that, for the particular choice kj = 1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, axiom (2-3) of Definition
31 leads to
Φ(1,...,1)[M ;h](f1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ fℓ) = Φ[M,h](f1) · . . . · Φ[M ;h](fℓ) ,
for all f1, . . . fℓ ∈ Γ
1
c [M ;h]. Moreover, for every finite sequence k = (k1, . . . , kℓ) such that kj = 0 for some
j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} we have
Φ(k1,...,kℓ)[M ;h](f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fℓ) = Φ
(k1,...,kj−1)[M ;h](f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fj−1)
· IdΓeq[M ;h](fj) · Φ
(kj+1,...,kℓ)[M ;h](fj+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fℓ) ,
for all f1, . . . fℓ ∈ Γ
1
c [M ;h], where IdΓeq[M ;h](fj , P, ϕ) =
∫
M
fjµg.
Remark 34: Notice that, whenever F,G ∈ Ploc(M ;h) are such that supp(F ) ∩ supp(G) = ∅, formula (9)
for F ·P G is well-defined for all P ∈ Par[M ;h] on account of the singular structure of the parametrices,
cf (7). In turn, this entails that the right-hand side of Equation (35) is well-defined. We will refer to axiom
(3) of Definition 31 as the support factorization axiom. It was first introduced in [Kel09] under the name of
“causal factorization” to make a more direct contact with the nomenclature used for quantum fields on globally
hyperbolic backgrounds. We prefer to call it differently to emphasize the marked differences between theories
built on manifolds with Euclidean and Lorentzian signature.
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Remark 35: For each sequence k, the transformation Φk : Γ
ℓ(k)
c → Γeq should be interpreted as a prescription
for the product of finitely many Wick powers (specifically Φk1 , . . . ,Φkn) at different base points x1, . . . , xn ∈
M – cf. Proposition 36. This is also consistent with axiom (3).
To conclude the section we show that the E-product allows to identify an Euclidean locally covariant field
theory built out of the Wick powers of the underlying scalar field.
Proposition 36: Let {Φk}k be a family of Wick monomials associated with an arbitrary but fixed family of
Wick powers {Φk}k. With reference to Definition 12, for all (M ;h) ∈ BkgG, let A : BkgG → Algc be the
covariant functor such that
• for every (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), A[M ;h] ⊂ Γeq(E[M ;h]) is the ∗-algebra which is generated by
{Φk(M ;h)(f)| k ∈ N , f ∈ Γ1c [M ;h]} where we set
Φk1 [M ;h](f1) · · ·Φ
kℓ[M ;h](fℓ) := Φ
(k1,...,kℓ)[M ;h](f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fℓ) . (39)
(The ∗-operation is induced by complex conjugation as in Proposition 9.)
• for any arrow χ : M → M˜ and for anyG ∈ A[M ;h], P ∈ Par[M˜ ; h˜] and ϕ ∈ E(M˜), (A(χ)G)(P,ϕ) =
G(χ∗P, χ∗ϕ).
• for any λ > 0 the scaling ςλ : A[M ;h] → A[M ;hλ] is defined as in Remark 14 – there is no issue in
extending its action on A[M ;h].
Then A : BkgG → Algc is an Euclidean locally covariant theory as per Definition 3. Moreover, for all k ∈ N,
Φk : Γ•c → A is a locally covariant observable as per Definition 19.
Proof. The proof follows slavishly that of Theorem 15, taking into account Definitions 26 and 31 which guaran-
tee in particular that Equation (39) is well-posed. Notice that the product · defined on A[M ;h] as per equation
(39) is commutative and associative since it inherits these properties from those of the symmetrized tensor
product between elements in Γ•c [M ;h].
5.1 Existence of the E-Product of Wick Ordered Powers of Quantum Fields
Much in the same spirit of the analysis in Section 4.1, our next goal consists of proving the existence of a
prescription for defining an E-product of Wick polynomials satisfying the axioms in Definition 31. To this end,
we will follow the same strategy of [HW02], to which we also refer for the proofs of some results. Since the
construction is rather complicated, we divide it in different steps, to each of which we dedicate a subsection.
5.1.1 First Step: The inductive hypothesis
The construction of an E-product proceeds inductively with respect to ℓ = ℓ(k) ∈ N. More precisely, for
all ℓ ∈ N, Φk is constructed for all possible k1, . . . , kℓ. The starting point consists of the observation that,
on account of axiom (2) of Definition 31, if ℓ = 1 the Wick monomials coincide with the Wick powers,
whose existence has been discussed and proven in Section 4.1. As a consequence we can make the inductive
hypothesis, assuming the existence of a well-defined E-product of Wick powers with ℓ 6 n. To conclude we
need to prove the existence of a consistent prescription for ℓ = n+ 1.
The key observation originates from the support factorization axiom (5) in Definition 31, which entails that
the E-product of n+ 1Wick powers is completely determined onMn+1 \Diag(Mn+1) by its prescription on
n factors. This was first observed in [Kel09, Kel10] and it is the Riemannian counterpart of the same procedure
followed in causal perturbation theory on a globally hyperbolic spacetime.
Concretely let k = (k1, . . . , kn+1), I ( {1, . . . , n+ 1} and let I
c be its complement. We define
CI := {(x1, . . . , xn+1) ∈M
n+1 |xi 6= xj ∀ i ∈ I , j ∈ I
c} ⊂Mn+1,
observing that, letting I vary, {CI}I identifies an open cover of M
n+1 \ Diag(Mn+1). Let {fI} be a parti-
tion of unity subordinated to the open cover {CI}I and, working at the level of integral kernels on M
n+1 \
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Diag(Mn+1), we set
Φk0[M ;h](P,ϕ)(x1, . . . , xn+1) :=
∑
I({1,...,n+1}
fI(x1, . . . , xn+1)Φ
kI [M ;h](P,ϕ)(x1, . . . , x|I|)
· ΦkIc [M ;h](P,ϕ)(x1, . . . , x|Ic|) . (40)
Notice that, on account of the inductive hypothesis and of Definition 31,
1. Φk0[M ;h](P,ϕ)(x1 . . . , xn+1) is well-defined since it is a linear combination of E-products between
factors of order less or equal to n;
2. Φk0[M ;h](P,ϕ)(x1 . . . , xn+1) is independent from the chosen partition of unity and any prescription for
the E-product of n+ 1 factors must be of the form (40) onMn+1 \Diag(Mn+1).
5.1.2 Second Step: Local Wick Expansion
In order to extend Φk0[M ;h](P,ϕ)(x1 . . . , xn+1) toDiag(M
n+1) we introduce the local Wick expansion. More
precisely, consider an open cover ofM in terms of convex geodesic neighbourhoods and, for any open set O in
such cover and for all n ∈ N, let On+1 = O × · · · ×O︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
. Recalling Equation (8), each parametrix associated to
the elliptic operatorE in (2) can be decomposed inO as P (x, y) = H(x, y)+WP (x, y), whereWP ∈ E(O×O).
Hence, for any k1, . . . , kn+1 ∈ N and for every (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), consider the functional
φk[M ;h](ωn+1, ϕ) :=
∫
Mn+1
µn+1g 〈ϕ
k, ωn+1〉,
where ωn+1 ∈ Γ
n+1
c [M ;h], ϕ ∈ E(M), while ϕ
k(x1, ..., xn+1) =
n+1∏
i=1
ϕki(xi) and µ
n+1
g (x1, ..., xn+1) =
n+1∏
i=1
µg(xi). Starting from these data and working at the level of integral kernels, for every P ∈ Par[M ;h],
ϕ ∈ E(M) we set
:Φk :H [M ;h](ωn+1, P, ϕ) := exp[ΥWP ]
(
φk[M ;h](ωn+1, ϕ)
)
,
for all ωn+1 ∈ Γ
n+1
c [M ;h] with supp(ωn+1) ⊆ O
n+1. Here exp[ΥWP ] has been defined in (45) while WP
has been introduced in Remark 6. Notice that, WP (x, y) is well-defined for x, y ∈ O after introducing a cut-
off in the definition of H – cf. Remark 6. As we are considering a local expansion near the total diagonal,
this does not affect the local and covariant behaviour of Φk. Observe that exp[ΥWP ]
(
φk[M ;h](ωn+1, ϕ)
)
is well-defined as a consequence of the support properties of ωn+1. In what follows we shall denote with
: Φk :H [M ;h](P,ϕ)(x1 . . . , xn+1) the integral kernel associated to ωn+1 →: Φ
k :H [M ;h](ωn+1, P, ϕ). The
following proposition can be proven mutatis mutandis as in [HW02, Sect. 3.2].
Proposition 37: Any prescription for the E-product satisfying axioms (3) and (4) of Definition 31 admits a
local Wick expansion of the form,
Φk[M ;h](P,ϕ)(x1 . . . , xn+1) =
∑
j≤k
(
k
j
)
t˜j[M ;h](x1, . . . , xn+1) :Φ
k−j :H [M ;h](P,ϕ)(x1 . . . , xn+1) ,
(41)
where j ≤ k if 0 ≤ ji ≤ ki for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1} while
(
k
j
)
:=
∏n+1
i=1
(
ki
ji
)
. Here3 t˜j[M ;h] ∈ D
′(Mn+1)
is such that WF(t˜j) ⊂ C(n+1)(M ;h), where C(n+1)(M ;h) is defined in Equation (38). Moreover, each t˜j is
local and covariant, in particular none depends on the parametrix P ∈ Par[M ;h] appearing in equation (41).
3Notice that, whenever jh = 0 for some h, the corresponding integral kernel tj does not depend explicitly on xh. Whenever
jh = kh for some h, Remark 35 applies.
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Equation (41) satisfies axioms (3) and (4) onMn+1 \Diag(Mn+1) on account of the inductive hypothesis.
Therefore, we conclude that, on Mn+1 \ Diag(Mn+1), there exists a collection of distributions tj [M ;h] ∈
D′(Mn+1 \Diag(Mn+1)) such that
Φk0[M ;h](P,ϕ)(x1 . . . , xn+1) =∑
j≤k
(
k
j
)
tj[M ;h](x1, . . . , xn+1) :Φ
k−j :H [M ;h](P,ϕ)(x1 . . . , xn+1) .
As a consequence of this formula, the problem of extending Φk0[M ;h](P,ϕ) to the diagonal is reduced to
that of extending tj [M ;h] toDiag(M
n+1). To overcome this hurdle we reformulate in terms of the distributions
tj those axioms of Definition 31 which have not been already implemented in the construction above. This
yields
Axiom E1) Each tj [M ;h] is local and covariant, namely, given (N ;hN ), (M ;hM ) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and χ ∈
Arr(BkgG) such that χ : N →M , then
χ∗tj[M ;hM ] = tj[N ;hN ]. (42)
Furthermore tj[M ;h] ought to scale almost homogeneously with dimension κj :=
∑n+1
i=1 ji
(
D−2
2
)
and
ordermj :=
∑n+1
ℓ=1 ji, namely
λ−κj tj[M ;hλ] = tj[M ;h] +
∑
ℓ≤mj
logℓ(λ)
ℓ!
vℓ[M ;h] ,
where vℓ[M ;h] are local and covariant distributions which scale almost homogeneously with degree κj
and ordermj − ℓ, cf. Definition 24.
Axiom E2) for any multi-index j = (j1, . . . , jn+1), let us consider the distribution Tj ∈ D
′(Rd × On+1)
defined by
Tj(χ⊗ f) :=
∫
Rn
ds tj[M ;hs](f)χ(s) χ ∈ D(R
d) ,∀f ∈ Γℓc[O;hO] , (43)
where {hs}s∈Rd is a family of smooth and compactly supported variations of h as per Definition 70. It
must hold
WF(Tj)|Rd×Diag(Mn+1) ⊥ T (R
d ×Diag(Mn+1)) , (44)
where T (Rd×Diag(Mn+1)) denotes the tangent bundle toRd×Diag(Mn+1), while the symbol A ⊥ B
means that 〈a, b〉 = 0 for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B, 〈 , 〉 being the standard fiberwise pairing.
Axiom E3) Each tj[hs] must be symmetric and real valued.
5.1.3 Scaling Expansion
The next step consists of investigating the scaling behaviour of the distributions tj[M ;h] as a preliminary step
towards analysing their extension to the diagonal. This part of our analysis follows slavishly that of [HW02]
and the strategy calls for working at the level of integral kernels on Mn+1 keeping one of the variables fixed,
while letting the others vary. Hence, for clarity of the notation, we set
x = x1, y = (x2, . . . , xn+1).
Proposition 38: Let x ∈ M be any fixed point and let O be a geodesically convex normal neighbourhood
centred at x. Each tj [M ;hs] ∈ D
′(Mn+1) admits a restriction to Cx := {x} ×
(
On \ (x, . . . , x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
)
⊂Mn+1.
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Proof. The conormal bundle N∗Cx of Cx is spanned by elements of the form (x, k; y, 0) where 0 ∈ T
∗
yM
n.
On account of axiom E2, WF(tj [M ;hs]) ∩ N
∗Cx = ∅ and, thus, on account of [Ho¨03, Theorem 8.2.4], the
sought statement descends.
We introduce the notion of scaling expansion, namely we consider a geodesically convex normal neigh-
bourhood O ⊂ M centred at x and choosing any isometric isomorphism e : TxM → R
D, with D = dim(M),
we endow O with the local chart αx : O → R
D such that, for every y ∈ O
αx(y) = e ◦ (expx)
−1(y), (45)
where, with a slight abuse of notation, we do not make explicit the dependence of α on e. Any other choice
e′ : TxM → R
D is related to e by the action of an element Λ ∈ SO(D).
Restricting our attention to O, consider thereon a smooth one parameter family of metrics {g(s)}s∈R such
that, calling χs : TO → TO the map χs(y, ξ) := (y, sξ) for all (y, ξ) ∈ TO, then g
(s)(·, ·) := s−2g(χs·, χs·).
Associated with this structure, we define the one-parameter family of background fields restricted to O, h(s) :=
(g(s), A, c) in which A ∈ Γ(T ∗O) and c ∈ C∞(O) are left fixed. As a consequence of axiom E2, a partial
evaluation of t[M ;h(s)] ∈ D′(Mn+1) against a test-function f ∈ D(Mn) yields t[M ;h(s)](δx ⊗ f), a smooth
function of (s, x). As a consequence derivatives along the s-direction are well-defined and, for any k ∈ N, we
introduce on On \ (x, . . . , x) the distribution
τk[M ;h](x, ·) :=
dk
dsk
t[M ;h(s)](x, ·)|s=0.
On account of the smoothness of t[M ;h(s)] in (s, x) once tested along the remaining variables, we can apply
Taylor expansion theorem writing for every integer m ≥ 0
tj[M ;h](x, ·) =
m∑
k=0
τk[M ;h](x, ·) + rm[M ;h](x, ·), (46)
where, with a slight abuse of notation, we omit the j-dependence on the right hand side and where the remainder
reads
rm[M ;h](x, ·) =
1
m!
∫ 1
0
ds (1− s)m
dm+1t[M ;h(s)]
dsm+1
(x, ·).
The procedure outlined and Equation (46) are referred to as scaling expansion. This enjoys several notable
properties which are summarized in the following theorem whose proof we omit since, mutatis mutandis, it is
the same as the one of [HW02, Theorem 4.1].
Theorem 39: With reference to Equation (46) it holds that
(i) τk[M ;h](x, ·) and rm[M ;h](x, ·) lie in D
′(On \ {(x, . . . , x)}) and they have a covariant dependence on
the metric, i.e., for every (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and for every ψ ∈ Arr(BkgG) from (M,ψ∗h) to (M ;h)
such that ψ(x) = x it holds
ψ∗τk[M ;h] = τk[M ;ψ
∗h], and ψ∗rm[M ;h] = rm[M ;ψ
∗h] .
(ii) for any (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), the integral kernel of τk[M ;h] decomposes as a finite sum of the form
τk[M ;h](x, y) =
∑
I
CI(x)α
∗uI(y), (47)
where I is a finite index set, while CI(x)α
∗uI(y) ≡ (CI(x))µ1 ...µj (α
∗uI(y))
µ1...µj . In addition each CI
is built out of the components of suitable curvature tensors evaluated at x, i.e., sums of monomials in the
metric g, in the Riemann tensor and in its covariant derivatives at most up to order k − 2. Furthermore
each uI is a tensor-valued SO(nD)-covariant distribution on R
nD \{0}, that is there exists a finite j ∈ N
such that
(uI)a1...aj (Λ·) = Λ
b1
a1
. . .Λ
bj
aj (uI)b1...bj (·), ∀Λ ∈ SO(nD),
where the indices (a1, . . . , aj) and (b1 . . . bj) refer to an expansion with respect to an arbitrary coordinate
system on T ∗RnD.
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(iii) recalling the implicit dependence on j, τk[M ;h](x, ·) and rm[M ;h](x, ·) scale almost homogeneously
with dimension κj =
∑n+1
i=1 ji
(
D−2
2
)
and ordermj =
∑n+1
i=1 ji;
(iv) for any integer k ≥ 0, the distributions uI in Equation (47) scale almost homogeneously with dimension
κj − k and finite order N ∈ N with respect to coordinate rescaling
4;
(v) the scaling degree (sd) of the distribution rm[M ;h](x, ·) is such that sd(rm[M ;h](x, ·)) 6 |j| −m− 1,
cf. [BF00].
As a by product of this last theorem extending tj on Diag(M
n+1) is tantamount to extending thereon τk,
k = 0, . . . ,m, for a givenm ∈ N large enough, and rm as in (46).
Step 1)We start from the remainder and, in view of item v) of Theorem 39, choosingm = |j|−nD, the scaling
degree of rm is nD − 1. On account of [BF00, Theorem 5.2], rm admits a unique extension to the whole O
n
which can be constructed as follows. Let {ϑ(j)} be smooth functions identically 1 outside a neighbourhood
U
(j)
n+1 of Diag(M
n+1) and supported in On+1 \Diag(Mn+1) in such a way that the support of 1−ϑ(j) shrinks
toDiag(Mn+1) as j →∞. The extension of rm, is defined as the distribution r˜m such that, for all f ∈ D(M
n),
r˜m[M ;h](x, f) := limj→∞ rm[M ;h](x, ϑ
(j)f).
Step 2) If we focus on τk[M ;h](x, ·), we can use the following lemma whose proof is identical to that of [HW02,
Lemma 4.1]. Most notably it guarantees the existence of an extension of the distributions whose integral kernel
is uI(y) as in Equation (47).
Lemma 40: Let u be any tensor valued SO(nD)-invariant distribution on RnD \ {0} whose components are
ua1...aℓ . If under coordinate rescaling u scales almost homogeneously with dimension ρ ∈ R, then it admits a
SO(nD)-invariant extension u˜ to RnD which scales almost homogeneously with dimension ρ. Two different
extensions u˜, uˆ are such that
u˜− uˆ =
∑
|α|≤⌊ρ⌋
aαδ
(α) ,
where aα ∈ R while ⌊ρ⌋ denotes the integer part of ρ.
As a consequence, we can extend τk[M ;h](x, ·) by taking
τ˜k[M ;h](x, y) =
∑
I
CI(x)α
∗
xu˜I(y),
where u˜I is the extension of uI as per Lemma 40.
Step 3) Combining together the two previous steps we have built t˜j[M ;h], extension of tj[M ;h] such that
t˜j[M ;h] =
m∑
k=0
τ˜k[M ;h](x, ·) + r˜m[M ;h](x, ·) .
After symmetrization, t˜j[M ;h] satisfies the axioms E1 − E3. This is a direct consequence of the analysis
[HW02, Section 4.3] adapted to the case in hand and therefore we omit it.
5.2 Uniqueness of E-Product of Wick Ordered Powers of Quantum Fields
In this section we discuss whether there exist ambiguities in the construction of the E-product of Wick polyno-
mials. In the same spirit of Section 4.2, we split the main result in two theorems. In the first we show that the
difference between two E-products can be fully encoded in terms of suitable coefficients, whose characteriza-
tion is at the heart of the second theorem.
4Per definition this means that for all λ > 0 the distributions whose integral kernel is given by uI(x), uI(λx) are related by
u(λx) = λκj−k
(
u(x) +
∑
ℓ=1 log(λ)
ℓvℓ(x)
)
, vℓ(x) being a distribution which scales almost homogeneously of degree κj − k and
order N − ℓ – the definition is inductive and a distribution which scales almost homogeneously of degree κ and order 0 scales in fact
homogeneously
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Remark 41: In the following we shall adopt the following notation: given u, v ∈ Γ(B) two sections of a
vector bundle B → M we shall denote with u[⊗]v := [u ⊗ v] ∈ Γ(B ⊗ B). Notice that u ⊗ v ∈ Γ(B ⊠ B),
while [u⊗ v] denotes the coinciding point limit of u⊗ v, that is, [u⊗ v](x) := (u⊗ v)(x, x).
In the following we introduce additional structures which will allow us to discuss with the same notation
both the case in hand and the Wick polynomials in presence of derivatives of the underlying field configurations,
see Section 6. In particular Definition 18 has to be modified as follows. Let us now consider the jet bundle
J∞(M) over M , namely the inductive limit of the n-jet bundles Jn(M), n ∈ N – see [KMS93] for further
details. Moreover, we denote with j∞ : E(M)→ Γ(J∞(M)) the inductive limit of the k-jet prolongation maps
jk : E(M)→ Γ(Jk(M)).
Let k = (kn)n be a finite sequence of ℓ(k) many strictly positive integers as in Section 5. To each k one
associates a covariant functor Γkc : BkgG→ Vec such that, for any (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and χ ∈ Arr(BkgG),
we set
Γkc[M ;h] := Γc(⊠
ℓ(k)
j=1S
kjJ∞(M)
∗) , Γkc(χ) := ⊠
ℓ(k)
j=1S
kjχ∗ , (48)
Γk[M ;h] := Γ(⊠
ℓ(k)
j=1S
kjJ∞(M)) , Γ
k(χ) := ⊠
ℓ(k)
j=1S
kjχ∗ , (49)
Here Sk denotes the k-th symmetric tensor product while ⊠ denotes the external tensor product.
Example 42: To better clarify to a reader the previous discussion we repeat with the new structures the example
of a standard, linear local and covariant observable as in Example 23. Given (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and
f ∈ Γ1c [M ;h] = Γc(J∞(M)
∗), let Φ[M ;h](f) be the element of Areg[M ;h]
Φ[M ;h](f, P, ϕ) :=
∫
M
〈f, j∞ϕ〉µg,
where P ∈ Par[M ;h] and ϕ ∈ E(M), while 〈 , 〉 denotes the dual pairing. Observe that 〈f, j∞ϕ〉 involves
finitely many derivatives of the field configuration ϕ. Locality and covariance descend as in Example 23.
In view of Definition 31, the following theorem holds true.
Theorem 43: Let {Φ̂k}k∈N and {Φ
k}k∈N be two families of Wick powers associated to Φ as per Definition
26. In addition let {Φ̂k}k, {Φ
k}k be two family of Wick monomials respectively associated to {Φ̂
k}k∈N and
{Φk}k∈N, as per Definition 31 – here k = (kn)n denotes an arbitrary finite sequence of ℓ(k)many non-negative
integers. Then for any (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), and ωk1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ωkℓ(k) ∈ Γ
k
eq[M ;h] it holds
Φ̂k[M ;h](ωk1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ωkℓ(k)) = Φ
k[M ;h](ωk1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ωkℓ(k)) (50)
+
∑
℘∈P{1,...,ℓ(k)}
|℘|<ℓ(k)
∑
j≤k℘
(
k℘
j
)
Φj[M,h]
(⊗
I∈℘
(
ckI−jI [M,h]y
[⊗]
i∈I
ωki
))
,
where P{1, . . . , ℓ(k)} denotes the set of partitions of {1, . . . , ℓ(k)} in non-empty subsets while k℘ = (kI)I∈℘
where kI :=
∑
i∈I ki. Furthermore, given a sequence j = (jI)I∈℘, j ≤ k℘ if and only if jI ≤ kI for all
I ∈ ℘. 5 Finally ckI−jI [M,h]y
[⊗]
i∈I
ωki ∈ Γ
jI
c [M,h] denotes the symmetrized contraction between
[⊗]
i∈I
ωki ∈
Γ
kI
c [M,h] and ckI−jI [M,h] ∈ Γ
kI−jI [M ;h]. Moreover ckI−jI [M,h] is weakly regular as per Definition 71
and the assignment
CkI−jI [M,h](ω) :=
∫
M
µg ckI−jI [M ;h]yω IdΓeq[M ;h] ∀ω ∈ Γ
kI
c [M ;h] , (51)
defines a local and covariant observable – cf. Definition 19 – which scales almost homogeneously with dimen-
sion D−22 (kI − jI) with respect to the transformation h = (g,A, c) 7→ hλ = (λ
−2g,A, λ2c).
5 If ℘ = {I1, . . . , I|℘|} then (k℘)s =
∑
i∈Is
ki for 1 ≤ s ≤ |℘| while j = {js}
|℘|
s=1 is such that j ≤ k℘ if and only if
js ≤
∑
i∈Is
ki for all 1 ≤ s ≤ |℘|.
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Proof. For later convenience let us notice that in equation (50) the term corresponding to ℘ = {{1, . . . , ℓ(k)}}
– i.e. the term corresponding with the trivial partition – is given by∑
j≤|k|
(
|k|
j
)
Φj[M,h]
(
c|k|−j[M,h]y
[⊗]
i∈{1,...,ℓ}
ωki
)
, (52)
where c|k|−j[M ;h] enjoys the same properties of the tensors appearing in Theorem 28.
We proceed inductively with respect to ℓ = ℓ(k) and to k. Notice that the thesis holds true if ℓ = 1,
independently of the value of k = k1, since this case reduces to Theorem 28. In addition the statement becomes
trivial for all values of ℓ, if |k| = 0 or |k| = 1.
Let us start by assuming the theorem to hold true up to order ℓ− 1 and proving it to order ℓ. To this end, let
us consider
Φ|k|[M ;h](ωk1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ωkℓ) := Φ̂
k[M ;h](ωk1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ωkℓ)− Φ
k[M ;h](ωk1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ωkℓ) (53)
−
∑
℘∈P{1,...,ℓ}
1<|℘|<ℓ
∑
j≤k℘
(
k℘
j
)
Φj[M,h]
(⊗
I∈℘
ckI−jI [M,h]y
[⊗]
i∈I
ωki
)
,
As usual Φ|k|[M ;h] is local and covariant with appropriate regularity and scaling. Moreover, on account of the
support factorization axiom in Definition 31 and of the inductive hypothesis on ℓ,
Φ|k|[M ;h](ωk1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ωkℓ) = Ψ|k|[M ;h](ωk1 [⊗] . . . [⊗]ωkℓ) ,
where Ψ|k|[M ;h] : Γ
|k|
c [M ;h] → Γeq[M ;h] is local and covariant with almost homogeneous scaling of degree
|k|Dϕ. The inductive assumption over ℓ together with induction over |k| implies that Ψ|k|[M ; k] can be written
as
Ψ|k|[M ;h](ω) =
∑
j≤|k|
(
|k|
j
)
Φj[M,h]
(
c|k|−j[M,h]yω
)
∀ω ∈ Γkc[M ;h] ,
where c|k|−j ∈ Γ
|k|−j[M ;h]. Considering the locally covariant observables C|k|−j[M ;h] defined from c|k|−j[M ;h]
as per equation (51) the proof is completed along the same lines of Theorem 28.
We conclude the section by stating a theorem, similar in spirit to Theorem 30, which characterizes the form
of the coefficients ckI−jI [M ;h].
Theorem 44: Adopting the same notation of Theorem 43, for every (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) the coefficients
ckI−jI [M ;h](x) appearing in equation (50) are differential operators taking the form
ckI−jI [M ;h](x) = ckI−jI [M ;h][g
ab(x), ǫa1...an(x), Rabcd(x), . . . ,
∇e1 . . .∇enRabcd(x), A(x), . . . ,∇e1 . . .∇enA, c(x),∇e1 . . .∇enc(x)] ,
where ǫa1...an(x) and Rabcd(x) denote, respectively, the Levi-Civita and the Riemann curvature tensors built
out of g at x ∈ M , while ∇ei denotes the covariant derivative along the direction ei. Furthermore each ck
is a polynomial scalar function, covariantly constructed out of its arguments. In addition, every ckI−jI [M ;h]
scales homogeneously with dimension k
(
D−2
2
)
− D(ℓ − 1) under the transformation h = (g,A, c) 7→ hλ =
(λ−2g,A, λ2c).
The theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 30 and of [KM16, Theorem 3.1], since the proof is based
only on the properties of the coefficients ckI−jI [M ;h](x), which are of the same type of those of the Wick
polynomials on account of Theorem 43, cf. Theorem 28 .
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6 The Case of a Scalar Field with Derivatives
So far our discussion of the locally covariant algebra A and of its Wick powers and monomials has been con-
fined to the case of polynomial functionals F ∈ P which do not contain derivatives of the field configurations
ϕ – cf. Remark 8. For example, we did not consider functionals of the form F (ϕ) :=
∫
M
µg ω
abϕ∇aϕ∇bϕ
where ω ∈ Γc(TM). There is no issue a priori in extending the previous discussion so to account for arbitrary
derivatives of the field configurations. Yet, as pointed out in [HW05], one needs to add to the axioms for Wick
monomials Φk two additional requirements – cf. section 6.2. It is important to stress that the extension to this
larger class of configurations is of paramount relevance in many concrete applications, as one can infer from
the Lorentzian scenario, see e.g. [FR12, FR13].
In Section 6.1 we discuss succinctly how to adapt Definitions 26-31 to the case of functionals which contain
derivatives of the field configuration ϕ. This part of our work benefits from [KMM17], where Wick powers
are thoroughly studied for tensor fields on globally hyperbolic spacetimes. In Section 6.2 we outline instead
the additional requirements to be added to the axioms for the Wick monomials, following the analysis for the
Lorentzian counterpart in [HW05].
Since many statements and proofs are similar to those already discussed in the previous parts of this paper,
we will limit ourselves to pointing out the main differences avoiding wherever possible unnecessary repetitions.
6.1 Wick polynomials with derivatives
Goal of this section will be to extend Definition 26-31 to include also derivatives of the field configurations
ϕ ∈ E(M). To this end, we need to generalize the structures considered in Section 1.1. Hence, for any smooth
vector bundle B →M overM we consider as kinematic configurations Γ(B), the space of smooth sections of
B. As a consequence, smooth, local functionals F̂ : Γ(B) → C are defined analogously to Definition 7, with
the difference that the k-th functional derivative F̂ (k)[α] ∈ Γ′(S⊠kB), k ∈ N and α ∈ Γ(B).
According to Definition 7 if F ∈ P[M ;h] then there exists N ∈ N such that F (k) = 0 for all k ≤ N . It
follows that there exists ω(F ) :=
∑N
ℓ=1 ω
(F )
ℓ , where ωℓ ∈ Γc(S
⊠ℓJ∗∞(M) ⊗ ∧
topT ∗M), such that F (ϕ) =∑N
ℓ=1
∫
M
〈j∞ϕ
⊗ℓ, ω
(F )
ℓ 〉. Here 〈j∞ϕ
⊗ℓ, ω
(F )
ℓ 〉 denotes the top-density on M obtained contracting ωℓ with
j∞ϕ
⊗ℓ, where j∞ϕ ∈ Γ(Jn(M)) is the∞-th jet extension of ϕ, j∞ : E(M)→ Γ(J∞(M)).
Definition 45: A smooth polynomial functional F : E(M)→ C is said to depend on the derivatives of ϕ up to
order n ∈ N if the associated density-valued form ω(F ) =
∑N
ℓ=1 ω
(F )
ℓ is such that ω
(F )
ℓ ∈ Γc(S
⊠ℓJ∗rℓ(M) ⊗
∧topT ∗M) for rℓ ≤ n.
Remark 46: In the following we will denote with Preg[M ;h] (resp. Ploc[M ;h]) the space of smooth, regular
(resp. smooth, local) polynomial functionals depending on the derivative of ϕ up to an arbitrary but finite order.
Recall that, thanks to [BFR12, Prop. 2.3.12] – see also [BDGR18] – all smooth, local, polynomial functionals
depend on a finite number of derivatives of the field configuration ϕ.
Remark 47: We observe that the definitions of the functors Γeq : BkgG → Vec and Areg : BkgG → Algc
generalize slavishly to the case of functionals which depend on the derivatives of the fields – cf. Definitions
12-18. In particular Theorem 15 holds true in this setting.
Similarly to the case without derivatives – cf. Definition 19 – a locally covariant observable is a natural
transformation from a functor of compactly supported sections Γc to an Euclidean locally covariant theory A –
cf. Definition 19 and Remark 20. We give thus the definition of Wick powers and Wick monomials along the
same lines of Definitions 26-31. In what follows Φ will denote always the local and covariant observable as in
Example 42.
Definition 48: We define a family of Wick powers, associated withΦ, as a collection of natural transformations
{Φk}k∈N, with Φ
k : Γkc → Γeq, such that axioms (1),(2) and (5) of Definition 26 hold true and in addition
(3) ∀k ∈ N ∪ {0}, (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), ω ∈ Γkc [M ;h], P ∈ Par[M ;h] and ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ E(M),
〈Φk[M ;h](ω,P )(1) [ϕ1], ϕ2〉 = kΦ
k−1[M ;h](j∞ϕ2yω,P, ϕ1), (54)
where j∞ϕ2yω ∈ Γ
k−1
c [M ;h] denotes the contraction between j∞ϕ2 and ω.
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(4) let n ∈ N and let (M ;hs) ∈ Obj(BkgG), with {hs}s∈Rn a smooth and compactly supported n-
dimensional family of variations of h as per Definition 70. For any smooth family {Ps}s∈Rn with
Ps ∈ Par(M ;hs) and for any s ∈ R
n, let Uk ∈ Γ
′
c(π
∗
nS
⊗kJ∗∞(M)) be the distribution on the pull-
back bundle π∗nS
⊗kJ∗∞(M) with base space R
n ×M such that, for any ω ∈ Γkc [M ;h],
Uk(χ, ω) :=
∫
Rn
ds Φk[M ;hs](ω,Ps, 0)χ(s) , ∀χ ∈ C
∞
c (R
n).
We require that, ∀k ∈ N,
WF(Uk) = ∅.
A straightforward generalization of Equation (28) provides an example of a family of Wick powers {:Φk :H
}k which satisfies Definition 48. The results on existence and uniqueness of Wick powers can be read as the
vector-valued generalization of Theorems 28-30, see also [KMM17, Section 6]. In particular Equation (29)
holds true.
Definition 49: Let {Φk}k∈N be a family of Wick powers associated with the quantum field Φ, as per Defini-
tion 48 and let k = (kn)n be a finite sequence of ℓ(k) many non-negative integers. We call family of Wick
monomials {Φk}k associated with that of Wick powers {Φ
k}k to be a collection of natural transformations
Φk : Γkc → Γeq, one for each sequence k, with the following properties:
1. for every finite sequence k, Φk : Γkc → Γeq scales almost homogeneously with dimension
∑ℓ
i=1 kidϕ;
2. for every finite sequence k we have Φk = Φk1;
3. let k = (k1, . . . , kℓ) be an arbitrary sequence of non-negative integers, ℓ ∈ N and (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG),
ωkj ∈ Γc(S
kjJ∗∞M) for j = 1, . . . , ℓ. Let I ( {1, . . . , ℓ} be a proper subset and denote with I
c the
complement of I with respect to {1, . . . , ℓ}. We require that, if⋃
i∈I
supp(ωki) ∩
⋃
j∈Ic
supp(ωkj) = ∅,
then
Φk[M ;h](ωk1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ωkℓ) = Φ
kI [M ;h]
(⊗
i∈I
ωki
)
· ΦkIc [M ;h]
(⊗
j∈Ic
ωkj
)
;
4. for all finite sequence k = (k1, . . . , kℓ), (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), ω ∈ Γ
k
c[M ;h], P ∈ Par[M ;h] and
ϕ,ψ ∈ E(M),
〈Φk[M ;h](ω,P )(1) [ϕ], ψ〉 =
ℓ∑
j=1
kjΦ
k̂j [M ;h](j∞ψyω,P, ϕ) , (55)
where j∞ψyω ∈ Γ
k̂j
c [M ;h] is the j-th contraction – that is the contraction Γ(J∞(M))×Γc(S
kjJ∗∞(M))→
Γc(S
kj−1J∗∞(M)) – of j∞ψ ∈ Γ(J∞(M)) with ω ∈ Γ
k
c[M ;h] – we set Φ
k̂j = 0 whenever kj − 1 < 0.
5. for all sequences k and ℓ ∈ N, let (M ;hs) ∈ Obj(BkgG) with {hs}s∈Rn smooth and compactly sup-
ported family of variations of h, as per Definition 70, for any smooth family {Ps}s∈Rn with Ps ∈
Par(M ;hs) and for any s ∈ R
n (see Remark 27), let Uk ∈ Γc(π
∗
n ⊠
ℓ
j=1 S
kjJ∗∞(M))
′ be the distri-
bution on the pull-back bundle π∗n ⊠
ℓ
j=1 S
kjJ∗∞(M) → M × R
n such that, for any ω ∈ Γkeq[M ;h] and
for any χ ∈ C∞c (R
n),
Uk(χ, ω) :=
∫
Rn
ds Φk[M ;hs](ω,Ps, 0)χ(s) .
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We require that the wave front setWF(Uk) lies in
C(ℓ)(M) =
{
(x1, p1; . . . ;xℓ, pℓ, s; τ) ∈ T
∗(π∗n ⊠
ℓ
j=1 S
kjJ∗∞(M))
ℓ \ {0} |
∃ I = {i1, . . . , i|I|} ⊂ {1, . . . , ℓ}, |I| > 2 : (xi1 , . . . , xi|I|) ∈ Diag(M
|I|),
∑
i∈I
pi = 0
}
;
Following the same arguments of Proposition 36, given a family of Wick powers and Wick monomials we
can identify an Euclidean local and covariant field theory A. Moreover the uniqueness theorems 43-44 still
hold true. In particular Equation (50) is valid in this context.
Remark 50: Notice that any multivector field ωk ∈ Γc(S
kTM) leads to a unique section ω̂k ∈ Γc(S
kJ1(M)) ⊆
Γkc [M ;h] defined by 〈ω̂k, j∞ϕ[⊗] . . . [⊗]j∞ϕ〉 := 〈ωk,dϕ[⊗] . . . [⊗]dϕ〉. For k = 0 we recover the identifi-
cation between D(M) and Γ0c [M ;h]. In the following we identify ωk and ω̂k. Similarly a multivector field
Ω := ωk1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ωkℓ ∈ Γc(⊠
ℓ
j=1S
kjTM) identifies a unique Ω̂ ∈ Γc(⊠
ℓ
j=1S
kjJ1(M)) ⊂ Γ
(k1,...,kℓ)
c [M,h].
6.2 Additional axioms: Leibniz rule and Principle of Perturbative Agreement
In this section we discuss two additional requirements which provide further structural constraints to Wick
monomials: the Leibniz rule and the principle of perturbative agreement (PPA). These axioms have been intro-
duced in [HW05] – see also [DHP16, Za15] – as a requirement for internal consistency of Wick monomials.
The PPA in particular is necessary to ensure that any term in the Lagrangian, which has a quadratic dependence
on the fields of the underlying theory, can be equivalently included in the free or in the interacting part of the
Lagrangian without changing the prediction of the model.
From a technical point of view, these new axioms have the merit of further restricting the ambiguities
present in the definition of Wick powers and of Wick monomials. For this reason this prompts the question
whether there exists a family of Wick powers and of Wick monomials, adhering to Definitions 48 and 49,
which satisfies all axioms. Similarly, the proofs of Theorem 28 and 30 are no longer valid slavishly and they
should be generalized to the case in hand. Luckily, these problems have been already tackled in [HW05] in
the Lorentzian case and this allows us to avoid giving all the details, highlighting instead the main differences
between Riemannian and Lorentzian theories.
We divide the analysis in two steps. In the first we state the so-called Leibniz rule and our main result in
this direction is contained in Proposition 52. Herein we show that there exists always a prescription of Wick
monomials which satisfies both Definition 49 and 51. In the second step, instead, we formulate the PPA and
we investigate its implications, which are discussed mainly in Theorem 61.
6.2.1 Leibniz rule
Definitions 48-49 establish a list of properties on the families of Wick powers Φk and of Wick monomials Φk.
Yet, there is no condition which links together polynomial expressions of the fields which are not functionally
independent. As an example, consider the family of Wick powers {: Φk :H}k defined in Section 4.1. Let
(M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and let ω2 ∈ Γ
2
c [M ;h] – cf. equation (48). Moreover let X ∈ Γ(TM) and consider
div(ω2⊗X) = ∇Xω2+div(X)ω2 ∈ Γ
2
c [M ;h]. Setting ψ := j∞ϕ, it reads locally 〈j∞ϕ
[⊗]2,div(ω2⊗X)〉 =
ψαψβ∇a(X
a(ω2)αβ). A direct computation gives
:Φ2 :H [M ;h](− divg(ω2 ⊗X), P, ϕ) = − exp
[
ΥWP
] ∫
M
µg〈j∞ϕ
[⊗]2,divg(ω2 ⊗X)〉
= −
∫
M
µg 〈j∞ϕ
[⊗2] + j∞[WP ],divg(ω2 ⊗X)〉 .
where P ∈ Par[M ;h] and ϕ ∈ E(M). Applying Stokes’ theorem, one obtains
:Φ2 :H [M ;h](− divg(ω2 ⊗X), P, ϕ) =
∫
M
µg 〈2j∞ϕ[⊗]∇Xj∞ϕ+ 2j∞[∇
(1)
X WP ], ω2〉
= exp
[
ΥWP
] ∫
M
µg〈2j∞ϕ[⊗]∇Xj∞ϕ,ω2〉 = 2Φ[M ;h](∇Xϕyω2, P, ϕ)
=
〈
Φ2[M ;h](ω2, P )
(1)[ϕ],∇Xϕ
〉
, (56)
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where the last equality is a consequence of Equation (54). With a slight abuse of notation we denoted with
∇Xj∞ϕ the covariant derivative along X of j∞ϕ with respect to the unique connection obtained by lifting to
J∞(M) that of Levi-Civita overM . The symbol ∇
(1) := ∇⊗ Id denotes the Levi-Civita connection acting on
the first base point ofWP . SinceWP is symmetric, it holds ∇X [WP ] = 2[∇
(1)
X WP ].
From Equation (56), one can infer that the Wick ordered expressions :ϕ2 :H and : ϕ∇aϕ :H are not inde-
pendent, rather ∇a :ϕ
2 :H= 2 :ϕ∇aϕ :H . On account of Theorem 28 this constraint may not be implemented
in a general family of Wick powers {Φk}k. The Leibniz rule discards these scenarios.
Definition 51 (Leibniz rule): A family of Wick powers {Φk}k∈N is said to satisfy the Leibniz rule if, for all
(M,h) ∈ Obj(BkgG), ωk ∈ Γ
k
c [M ;h], X ∈ Γ(TM) it holds
Φk[M ;h](− divg(ωk ⊗X), P, ϕ) =
〈
Φk[M,h](ωk, P )
(1)[ϕ],∇Xϕ
〉
, (57)
for all P ∈ Par[M ;h] and for all ϕ ∈ E(M). Here divg(ωk ⊗ X) := ∇Xωk + divg(X)ωk ∈ Γ
k
c [M ;h].
Similarly, a family of Wick monomial {Φk}k is said to satisfy the Leibniz rule if, for all (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG),
ℓ ∈ N, k = (k1, . . . , kℓ) ∈ Z
ℓ
+, ωkj ∈ Γ
kj
c [M ;h] for j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}, X ∈ Γ(TM) it holds
Φk[M ;h](ωk1 ⊗ . . . ⊗− divg(X ⊗ ωkj)⊗ . . .⊗ ωkℓ , P, ϕ)
=
〈
Φk[M ;h](ωk1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ωkℓ, P )
(1)[ϕ],∇Xϕ
〉
. (58)
for all P ∈ Par[M ;h] and for all ϕ ∈ E(M).
A straightforward application of Equation (56) shows that the family of Wick powers {: Φk :H}k satisfies
Definition 51. Nevertheless the construction discussed in Section 5.1 is less explicit and, in principle, we
should repeat the whole argument in order to show that, at each order in the iterative process, we can adjust
the construction so that the corresponding family of Wick monomials {Φk}k satisfies the Leibniz rule as per
Definition 51. Yet the same problem in the Lorentzian case has been tackled in [HW05, Prop. 3.1] and, since
switching to the Riemannian case, lead to no changes, we omit the proof.
Proposition 52: Let {Φk}k be a family of Wick powers which satisfies the Leibniz rule as per Definition 51.
Then there exists a family of Wick monomials {Φk}k associated to {Φ
k}k which satisfies the Leibniz rule as
well.
To conclude we focus on the extension of Theorem 30.
Proposition 53: Let {Φk}k be a family of Wick monomials which satisfies the Leibniz rule – cf. Definitions
49-51. Let ckI−jI [M ;h] ∈ Γ
kI−jI [M,h] be the tensor coefficients introduced in Theorems 43-44. Then
ckI−jI [M ;h] is covariantly constant, that is∇ckI−jI [M ;h] = 0.
Proof. The proof goes by induction with respect to the indices ℓ, k1, . . . , kℓ appearing in Equation (50). For
simplicity in the notation we consider the case ℓ = 1, k = 2, all others following suit. Equation (50) reduces to
(29), namely
Φ2[M ;h](ω) =:Φ2 :H [M ;h](ω) + C2[M ;h](ω) ,
for all ω ∈ Γkc [M ;h], where C2[M ;h](ω) =
∫
M
µg c2[M,h]yω, being c2[M,h] ∈ Γ
k[M ;h]. Imposing the
Leibniz rule (57) and using Equation (54) as well as :Φ1 := Φ1 = Φ we find that, for all ω ∈ Γkc [M,h] and for
all X ∈ Γ(TM),
0 = C2[M ;h](divg(X ⊗ ω)) =
∫
M
µgc2[M ;h]ydivg(X ⊗ ω) = −
∫
M
µg∇X(c2[M,h])yω .
Since ω is arbitrary, it descends ∇Xc2[M,h] for all X, that is ∇c2[M ;h] = 0, which is the sought statement.
6.2.2 Principle of Perturbative Agreement
The second axiom we impose in addition to those in Definition 48 and 49 goes under the name of principle of
perturbative agreement (PPA). This has been introduced in [HW05], see also [DHP16, Za15] and it is essential
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to guarantee that, in the construction of the algebra of Wick polynomials, one can include equivalently any
term in the Lagrangian, which has a quadratic dependence on the underlying fields, either in the free or in the
interacting part of the Lagrangian.
The original formulation of the PPA on Lorentzian backgrounds exploits the perturbative approach to in-
teracting field theories – cf. [HW05]. The same formulation in the Riemannian setting is not immediately
available because, as we shall see in Section 7, the formulation of the perturbative approach to interacting theo-
ries seems to require additional structures. Nevertheless in [DHP16] an equivalent formulation to the PPA has
been given and this turns out to be more suitable to be adapted to the Riemannian setting. In this framework
the PPA becomes a natural requirement which strengthens the covariance axiom – cf. Definition 3.
In particular, let (M,h), (M,hs) ∈ Obj(BkgG) be such that {hs}s∈R is a smooth compactly supported
family of variations of h as per definition 70. In this situation we may consider the algebras A[M ;h],A[M ;hs]
as per definition 12 and proposition 36. For perturbations (M,hs) of (M,h) arising from a diffeomorphism
χ : M →M the requirement of covariance on A – cf. Definition 3 – yields a ∗-isomorphism between A[M ;h]
and A[M ;hs]. Heuristically speaking, the PPA requires that a similar ∗-isomorphism exists also in the case of
an arbitrary compactly supported perturbation (M,hs) of (M,h) – cf. Definition 59. This implies in particular
that, whenever the ambiguities in defining the algebra A[M,h] have been fixed – cf. Proposition 36 – the
same happens for those arising in the definition of A[M,hs]. This is a rather strong requirement because the
Hadamard parametrices Hs, H associated with the elliptic operators Es and E are different – cf. Remark 6.
Therefore, the PPA cannot be imposed naively, meaning that it is not possible to compare directly the algebras
A[M ;h] and A[M ;hs]. On the contrary one has to consider a Taylor expansion in s of hs, regarding the
parameter s as formal and the PPA can be formulated as a requirement on the Wick monomial Φk[M ;h] which
generate A[M ;h] – cf. Definition 59.
In the following we discuss the PPA for a scalar field theory on a Riemannian manifold along the lines of
[HW05, DHP16].
The PPA for the regular algebra. For definiteness, let (M,h) ∈ Obj(BkgG). In the following hs, s ∈ R
denotes a smooth and compactly supported family of variations of h – cf. Definition 70.
The PPA calls for a comparison between the algebras A[M ;h], A[M,hs]. To this end, let us start from
the regular counterpart, Areg[M,h], Areg[M,hs] respectively. The spaces of parametrices Par[M ;h] and
Par[M ;hs] associated with E and Es turn out to be isomorphic. This is a consequence of the following
result, which is the Euclidean counterpart of a well-known construction in the Lorentzian framework – cf.
[DD16, DHP16, HW05].
Proposition 54: There exists an isomorphismRs : Par[M ;h]→ Par[M ;hs] of affine spaces betweenPar[M ;h]
and Par[M ;hs].
Proof. Let P̂ ∈ Par[M ;h] and P̂s ∈ Par[M ;hs]. We define an isomorphism Rs : Par[M ;h] → Par[M ;hs]
by setting RsP := P̂s + (P − P̂ ). Since P, P̂ ∈ Par[M ;h] we have P − P̂ ∈ E(M × M), therefore
RsP ∈ Par[M ;hs]. Moreover Rs is injective because, ∀P,Q ∈ Par[M ;h] such that RsP = RsQ, it holds
P̂s + P − P̂ = P̂s + Q − P̂ . Furthermore Rs is surjective. For all Ps ∈ Par[M ;hs], one can write P :=
P̂ + (Ps − P̂s) ∈ Par[M ;h] and RsP = Ps.
On account of Remark 27 we can choose P̂s in the proof of Proposition 54 so that {Ps}s is a smooth family
of parametrices – cf. Remark 27. This entails analogous smoothness properties for the map Rs. Henceforth we
shall implicitly choose Ps smoothly dependent from s.
Due to the regularity of their elements, the algebras Areg[M ;h] and Areg[M ;hs] are ∗-isomorphic as we
establish in the following proposition.
Proposition 55: The algebras Areg[M ;h], Areg[M,hs] are ∗-isomorphic, the ∗-isomorphism being realized
by βs : Areg[M ;h]→ Areg[M,hs] where, for all F ∈ Areg[M ;h] and for all P ∈ Par[M ;h],
(βsF )[Ps] = exp
[
ΥPs−P
]
F [P ] , (59)
where Ps = RsP has been defined in Proposition 54.
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Proof. For all F ∈ Areg[M ;h], the functional (βsF )(Ps) introduced in (59) is well-defined on account of the
regularity of F . In addition the map Ps 7→ (βsF )[Ps] is equivariant. As a matter of fact, for Ps = RsP,Qs =
RsQ ∈ Par[M ;hs] we have
αQsPs (βsF )(Qs) = exp
[
ΥPs−Qs
]
exp
[
ΥQs−Q
]
F [Q] = exp
[
ΥPs−P+P−Q
]
F [Q]
= exp
[
ΥPs−P
]
αQPF [Q] = (βsF )(Ps) ,
where in the last equality we used the equivariance property of F , namely F [P ] = αQPF [Q] – cf. Definition 12.
The ∗-isomorphism can be proven adapting to the case in hand the analysis of Proposition 10.
Remark 56: Since βs is a ∗-isomorphism between Areg[M ;h] and Areg[M ;hs] one may wonder whether it
preserves local and covariant observables as per Definition 19. This holds true in the following sense. Let O
be a local and covariant observable – cf. Definition 19 – such that O[M ;h] ∈ Areg[M ;h] for all (M ;h) ∈
Obj(BkgG). A canonical example is O = Φ as defined in Example 23 and 42. Considering the same setting
of Proposition 54 an explicit computation yields
O[M ;hs](ω(s), Ps) = βs
[
O[M ;h](ω)
]
(Ps) = exp
[
ΥPs−P
]
O[M ;h](ω,P ) , (60)
where ω, ω(s) ∈ Γ
1
c [M ;h] are such that ω(s)µgs = ωµg. Thus, up to the change of volume measure, βs
preserves local and covariant, regular observables. This example suggests also that one might consider working
directly with densitized observables so to account for the change in the volume measure.
The PPA for the full algebra. According to Proposition 55, βs is a ∗-isomorphism between Areg[M ;h] and
Areg[M ;hs], but it does not lift to a counterpart between A[M ;h] and A[M,hs]. This can be realized by a
close scrutiny of the local Hadamard representation of P and of Ps = RsP which shows that Ps − P is not
smooth, cf. Remark 6. Therefore ΥPs−P cannot be applied to a local and polynomial functional unless it lies
Ploc[M ;h] ∩ Preg[M ;h]. Consequently βs cannot be lifted to A[M ;h] or to A[M,hs].
Notwithstanding, we can still require Equation (60) to hold true for O = Φk. Since this cannot be achieved
exactly, the strategy is to expand Equation (60) as a formal power series in s. This leads to a hierarchy of
equations which constraint Φk – cf. Definition 59.
To follow this line of thought, we need to prove that the expansion of βs as a perturbative series in s is
well-defined as a map βs : A[M ;h] → Γ(E[M ;h])[[s]]. Here Γ(E[M ;h])[[s]] denotes the ∗-algebra of formal
power series in s with coefficients in Γ(E[M ;h]) – cf. definitions 11-12.
Proposition 57: Let βs : : Areg[M ;h] → Γreg(E[M ;h])[[s]] be the linear operator obtained by expanding
βs : Areg[M ;h] → A[M ;hs] as formal power series in s. Then the map βs can be extended to a counterpart,
still denoted with βs, from A[M ;h] to Γ(E[M ;h])[[s]].
Proof. Since we are interested in proving that the expansion in formal power series in s of βs is well-defined
we can discard smooth contributions from the expansion in s, focusing only on the singular contributions. This
procedure will yield a map β[[s]] such that βs − β[[s]] is smooth at all orders in s. We shall discuss, moreover,
whether β[[s]] and thus also βs are extensible.
We expand each parametrix Ps = RsP of Es as a formal power series in s built out of the corresponding
counterpart P of E. Observe that, by Definition 70, hs − h = O(s) as well as Gs := Es − E = O(s). Since
Gs is compactly supported, we may write
Es = E +Gs = E(I + PGs)− SPGs ,
where SP : D(M) → E(M) is such that EP = IdD(M) + SP . Let us consider the operator P[[s]] : D(M) →
E(M)[[s]] defined by
P[[s]] :=
∑
n≥0
(−PGs)
nP . (61)
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A direct computation shows that P[[s]] satisfies, at each perturbative order inGs = O(s), P[[s]]Esf = EsP[[s]]f =
f + S[[s]]f for all f ∈ D(M), where S[[s]] is a perturbative, smoothing remainder. Moreover P[[s]] is formally
symmetric because
P ∗[[s]] = P
∗
∑
n≥0
(−G∗sP
∗)n = P[[s]] ,
where we exploited that P = P ∗ and Gs = G
∗
s . It follows that P[[s]] − Ps is smooth at each perturbative order
in s. Therefore, we may consider the formal map P[[s]] as the perturbative expansion in s of Ps up to a smooth
remainder.
The perturbative expansion of βs up to a smooth remainder is obtained by replacing Ps with P[[s]]. In
particular it holds that, for all F ∈ Areg[M ;h] and P ∈ Par[M ;h],
(β[[s]]F )(P[[s]]) = exp
[
ΥP[[s]]−P
]
F [P ] ,
so that β[[s]]F ∈ Γ(E[M ;h])[[s]]. To make β[[s]] and thus βs well-defined on A[M ;h] we need to study the
coinciding point limit of P[[s]] − P . This amounts to observe that
P[[s]] − P =
∑
n≥1
(−PGs)
nP ,
so that the coinciding point limit is well-defined at each order in s provided that the renormalization freedoms of
(PGs)
nP have been accounted for. However, this is a consequence of the construction of the algebra A[M ;h].
Therefore, βs : A[M ;h]→ Γ(E[M ;h])[[s]] is well-defined.
Remark 58: As observed in [DHP16, Remark 3.26], the map βs requires to be renormalized at a perturbative
level in each order in s. This may seem unsatisfactory at first glance; however, it can be shown that, in particular
circumstances, for each F ∈ A[M ;h], one needs to renormalize a finite number of terms of the form (PGs)
nP .
Indeed, observe that, since F ∈ A[M ;h] is a polynomial functional, the exponential series which defines
exp
[
ΥP[[s]]−P
]
F [P ] is finite. Moreover, notice thatGs = Es−E is a differential operator of degree deg(Gs) ≤
2 with smooth compactly supported coefficients. Then for each n ≥ 1, the distribution (PGs)
nP acts on a nD-
dimensional space with scaling degree
(D− 2)(n + 1) + n deg(Gs) = nD+ (deg(G)− 2)n +D− 2 . (62)
It descends that, if hs = (g,As, cs) does not involve a variation of the background metric, then deg(Gs) ≤ 1
and the scaling degree is strictly lower than nD for n > D − 2. In this case we may apply [BF00, Thm. 5.2]
to conclude that the distribution (PGs)
nP has a unique extension to the whole space. Hence there are no
renormalization ambiguities when n is large enough.
Definition 59 (PPA): A family of Wick monomials {Φk}k is said to satisfy the principle of perturbative agree-
ment (PPA) if, for all (M ;h) ∈ Obj(BkgG) and for any smooth compactly supported family of variations
{hs}s∈R of h – cf. Definition 70 –, it holds
dn
dsn
Φk[M ;hs](ω(s), Ps)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
dn
dsn
βs
[
Φk[M ;h](ω)
]
(Ps)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
, (63)
where ω, ω(s) ∈ Γ
k,ℓ
c [M ;h] are such that ω(s)µ
⊗ℓ
gs
= ωµ⊗ℓg . Notice that the right-hand side of equation (63) is
well-defined on account of proposition 57.
Remark 60: As observed in [HW05], the PPA is satisfied for all n ∈ N whenever it holds true for n = 1. This
can be proved by induction. Let us assume that equation (63) holds for all n ≤ k where k ≥ 1. We can prove
that equation (63) is verified for n = k. To begin with we observe that
dk
dsk
Φk[M ;hs](ωs, Ps)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
d
dt
dk−1
dsk−1
Φk[M ;ht+s](ωt+s, Pt+s)
∣∣∣∣
t,s=0
=
d
dt
dk−1
dsk−1
βs
[
Φk[M ;ht](ωt)
]
(Pt+s)
∣∣∣∣
t,s=0
,
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where in the last equality we used equation (63) for n = k−1. Notice that, at this point, ht+s has been regarded
as a smooth, compactly supported 1-dimensional family of variations of ht. In view of the definition of βs we
find
d
dt
dk−1
dsk−1
βs
[
Φk[M ;ht](ωt)
]
(Pt+s)
∣∣∣∣
t,s=0
=
d
dt
dk−1
dsk−1
exp
[
ΥPt+s−Pt
]
Φk[M ;ht](ωt, Pt)
∣∣∣∣
t,s=0
=
dk−1
dsk−1
d
dt
exp
[
ΥPt+s−Pt
]∣∣∣∣
t,s=0
Φk[M ;h](ω,P )
+
dk−1
dsk−1
exp
[
ΥPt+s−Pt
] d
dt
Φk[M ;ht](ωt, Pt)
∣∣∣∣
t,s=0
=
dk−1
dsk−1
d
dt
exp
[
ΥPt+s−Pt
]∣∣∣∣
t,s=0
Φk[M ;h](ω,P )
+
dk−1
dsk−1
exp
[
ΥPt+s−Pt
] d
dt
βt
[
Φk[M ;h](ω)
]
(Pt)
∣∣∣∣
t,s=0
.
In the last equality we used equation (63) for k = 1. In view of the definition of βt we find
dk−1
dsk−1
d
dt
exp
[
ΥPt+s−Pt
]∣∣∣∣
t,s=0
Φk[M ;h](ω,P ) +
dk−1
dsk−1
exp
[
ΥPt+s−Pt
] d
dt
βt
[
Φk[M ;h](ω)
]
(Pt)
∣∣∣∣
t,s=0
=
dk−1
dsk−1
d
dt
exp
[
ΥPt+s−Pt
]∣∣∣∣
t,s=0
Φk[M ;h](ω,P )
+
dk−1
dsk−1
exp
[
ΥPt+s−Pt
] d
dt
exp
[
ΥPt−P
]
Φk[M ;h](ω,P )
∣∣∣∣
t,s=0
=
dk−1
dsk−1
d
dt
exp
[
ΥPt+s−P
]
Φk[M ;h](ω,P )
∣∣∣∣
t,s=0
=
dk
dsk
βs
[
Φk[M ;h](ω)
]
(Ps)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
.
This entails the result sought.
We end this section with the following result, whose proof can be adapted mutatis mutandis from the counterpart
in [HW05, Section 6].
Theorem 61: If D > 2 there exists a family of Wick monomials {Φk}k as per Definition 49 which satisfies
both the Leibniz rule and the PPA as per Definition 51 and 59.
7 Interacting models
Up to this point, we have considered the ∗-algebra of observables A[M ;h] associated with the quadratic La-
grangian L defined in Equation (1). In this last section we outline the construction of a ∗-algebra AV [M ;h] of
observables instead associated with a local perturbation of L, that is LV := L+ V , where V = V
∗ ∈ A[M ;h]
plays the roˆle of an interaction term. Note that we could relax the requirement of V being local provided that
covariance is preserved; yet, we will not discuss further this option. In the following our analysis will rely on
the perturbative approach to interacting AQFT [BDFY15, Rej16], see also [HW03]. In this framework V , the
perturbation, is multiplied by a formal parameter λ with respect to which observables are expanded as a formal
power series. Convergence of the such series will not be discussed, since this problem can be dealt with only
in special cases [BR18, BFK17, D19].
More precisely our goal is the following. We consider a local and covariant algebra built via the func-
tor A defined in Proposition 36. Moreover we call Ploc : BkgG → Vec the functor such that, for any
[M ;h] ∈ Obj(BkgG), Ploc[M ;h] ⊆ Ploc[M ;h] is the vector space generated by a family of Wick powers
{Φk}k∈N. We shall construct a linear map RV : Ploc[M ;h] → A[M ;h][[λ]] such that, given any local and
covariant observable F such that F [M ;h](Γ1c [M ;h]) ⊆ Ploc[M ;h], RV (F ) is the expansion of F as a for-
mal power series with respect to λ with coefficients being local and covariant observables. Heuristically F
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should be thought as an element in the algebra of interacting observables associated with LV , while RV (F )
represents its expansion in terms of observables of the free algebra A[M ;h]. Hence the image of RV , that
is RV (Ploc[M ;h]) ⊆ A[M ;h][[λ]], yields a perturbative representation of the ∗-algebra of interacting observ-
ables.
Construction of the map RV . Our starting point is the work of [Kel09]. In this paper it is argued that the
map RV should be realized as the algebraic version of the formal path integral formula
RV (F )(ψ) ∼ N
−1
∫
C[ϕ]
d[ϕ] e−L(ϕ)−λV (ϕ)F (ψ − ϕ) = (ZV [P ])
−1
(
ZV [P ] ·P F [P ]
)
(ψ) , (64)
where P is any parametrix of the underlying elliptic operator E, while e−L(ϕ)d[ϕ] represents a Gaussian mea-
sure on C[ϕ] a space of chosen kinematic configurations. In addition, F ∈ Ploc[M ;h], N is a normalization
factor, while ZV (ψ) := exp·(λV ) is defined as a formal power series in λ and it represents the algebraic version
of the partition function of statistical field theory. Thus, it is tempting to interpret (64) as a Bogoliubov-like
formula. Yet a closer scrutiny of (64) unveils that is neither a local nor a covariant expression since a change of
parametrix P ∈ Par[M ;h] yields
αPQ
[
(ZV [P ])
−1
(
ZV [P ] ·P F [P ]
)]
= ZV [Q]
·P−Q−1 ·P−Q
(
ZV [Q] ·Q F [Q]
)
, (65)
where ·P−Q is defined as in Equation (9) while ZV [Q]
·P−Q−1 denotes the inverse of ZV [Q] with respect to
·P−Q.
A possibility to restore the interpretation as a local and covariant observable occurs if, in place of letting
the parametrix vary, there would exist a fixed choice of P0 ∈ Par[M ;h] which is both local and covariant. A
close scrutiny of the Lorentzian scenario unveils that, in such a case, this is the solution adopted, see [BDFY15].
As a matter of fact the roˆle of P0 is played by a fundamental solution of the underlying normally hyperbolic
operator, e.g. the advanced or the retarded propagators. In the category of globally hyperbolic spacetimes, this
procedure is manifestly local and covariant.
On the contrary, working with (M,g) ∈ Obj(BkgG), also this viewpoint is slightly problematic. Following
the seminal work [LT87], the existence of the fundamental solutions of E, as in Equation (2), is ruled by kerE
on C∞0 (M), while its uniqueness by kerE on E(M). It is thus not hard to choose E so that one can construct
(M1, g1), (M2, g2) ∈ Obj(BkgG) with an orientation preserving isometric embedding χ : M1 → M2, such
that, given G1 a fundamental solution of E in M1, there does not exist G2 fundamental solution of E in M2
obeying χ∗[G2|χ[M1]] = G1.
In view of this last remark and of the preceding discussion, in order to give a local and covariant description
of the map RV , we need to hard code in the background data a local and covariant choice of a fundamental
solution of the underlying elliptic operator E.
Definition 62: We call BkgGG the category such that
• Obj(BkgGG) is the collection of pairs (M ;h,G), where M denotes a smooth, connected and oriented
manifold with empty boundary and with dimM = D ≥ 2. In addition h ≡ (g,A, c) identifies the
background data, that is A ∈ Γ(T ∗M), c ∈ C∞(M) while g ∈ Γ(S2T ∗M) is a Riemannian metric,
while G ∈ D′(M ×M) is a fundamental solution of E, as in (2), i.e. GE = EG = IdD(M).
• Arr(BkgGG) is the collection of morphisms between (M ;h,G), (M
′ ;h′, G′) ∈ Obj(BkgGG) which are
specified by an orientation preserving isometric embedding between χ : M → M ′ such that h = χ∗h′
where h′ ≡ (g′, A′, c′) and χ∗G′ = G.
We observe that there exists a forgetful functor πG fromBkgGG to a subcategory πG(BkgGG) ofBkgG which
is defined as πG(M ;h,G) = (M ;h) for every (M ;h,G) ∈ Obj(BkgG), while it acts as the identity on the
arrows. As a consequence, for every Euclidean locally covariant theory A as per Definition 3, we define:
AG : BkgGG → Algc, such that AG = A ◦ πG. (66)
With a slight abuse of notation we will refer to AG still as an Euclidean locally covariant theory. In view of
the new structures that we have introduced, we can now bypass the problem outlined at the beginning of the
section as follows.
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Definition 63: LetA be a local and covariant algebra as in Proposition 36 and letAG be the counterpart as per
Equation (66). For (M ;h,G) ∈ Obj(BkgGG) let V = V
∗ ∈ A[M ;h]. For all F ∈ AG[M ;h,G] we define
RV (F ) ∈ AG[M ;h,G][[λ]] as
RV (F )[P ] := ZV [P ]
·P−G−1 ·P−G
(
ZV [P ] ·P F [P ]
)
, (67)
where ZV [P ] := exp·P (λV ). We define the ∗-algebra of interacting observable on (M,h) to be the ∗-
subalgebra AV [M ;h,G] generated by RV (Ploc[M ;h,G]) ⊆ AG[M ;h,G][[λ]].
Observe that formula (67) defines a local and covariant observable as per definition 19. As a direct consequence
of the properties of the structures introduced, the following statement holds true:
Proposition 64: Under the hypothesis of Definition 63, AV : BkgGG → Algc is a Euclidean locally covariant
theory in the sense of Definition 3 and Equation (66).
Remark 65: The Møller operator introduced in Equation (67) is an intertwiner between E and EV ϕ :=
Eϕ+ V (1)[ϕ]. Indeed, let consider F [P,ϕ] :=
∫
fEϕ, where f ∈ C∞c (M). A direct computation yields
RV (F + V
(1)[ϕ](f))[P ] = F [P ] .
Remark 66: We observe that the problem of a local and covariant choice of a fundamental solution bears a
similarity to the failure of isotony in Abelian gauge theories when discussing general local covariance. In this
scenario, it was observed in [BDHS14, Sec. 6] that a possible way to circumvent this problem consists of
choosing a subcategory of the background data which possesses a terminal object. At the level of algebras this
specialization leads to the identification of a Haag-Kastler net of observables. We could have adopted such
viewpoint also in the analysis of the case in hand choosing a terminal object in BkgG rather than defining
an additional background datum as in BkgGG. It is not difficult to realize from Definition 62 that our choice
includes the first as a special case. Hence Haag-Kastler nets of observables are all realized in Definition 63 and
in Proposition 64.
A The Peetre-Slova´k Theorem
In this section we briefly review the Peetre-Slova´k theorem together with all the ancillary notions. The inter-
ested reader may refer to [NS14] and to [KM16] for a more in detail discussion.
Remark 67: Let E
πE→ B be a bundle over the smooth manifold B. With JrE, r ∈ N, we denote the r-jet
bundle over the base B [KMS93].
Definition 68: Let E
πE→ B and F
πF→ B be bundles over the same smooth manifold B. Consider a map
D : Γ(E)→ Γ(F ), we say that:
1. D is a differential operator of globally bounded order r ∈ N if there exists a smooth map d : JrE → F
such that πF ◦ d = πJrE and
D(ε) = d(jrε), ∀ε ∈ Γ(E) , (68)
with jrε ∈ Γ(jrE) denoting the r-jet extension of ε;
2. D is a differential operator of locally bounded order if, for any x ∈ B and ε ∈ Γ(E) there exist:
• a relatively compact open set U ⊂ B containing x;
• an integer r ∈ N, as well as a neighbourhood Zr ⊆ JrE of jrε0(U) such that πJrEZ
r = U ,
• a smooth map d : Zr → F such that πF ◦ d = πJrE so that
D(ε)(x) = d(jrε)(x) , (69)
for any x ∈ U and ε ∈ Γ(E) with jrε(U) ⊆ Z
r.
In this setting, the Peetre-Slova´k Theorem is a result giving sufficient condition for a differential operator
to be of locally bounded order.
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Remark 69: Denoting with πd : B × R
d → B the canonical projection to B, the pull-back bundle π∗dE
ππ∗
d
E
→
B × Rd is the smooth bundle defined by
π∗E := {(s, x, e) ∈ Rd ×B × E| πE(e) = πd(s, x)} ≃ R
d × E . (70)
Denoting with πd,E the projection πd,E : π
∗
dE → E, each smooth section ζ ∈ Γ(π
∗
dE) induces a smooth family
of sections {ζs}s∈Rd in Γ(E) defined by ζs(x) := πd,Eζ((s, x)) which, in turn, depends smoothly on the
parameter s ∈ Rd.
Definition 70: Let d ∈ N and consider a smooth family of sections {ζs}s∈Rd in Γ(E) induced by a smooth
section ζ ∈ Γ(π∗dE). We say that {ζs}s∈Rd is a smooth compactly supported d-dimensional family of variations
if there exists a compact K ⊆ B such that ζ(s, x) = ζ(s′, x) for all x /∈ K and for all s, s′ ∈ Rd.
Definition 71: A map D : Γ(E) → Γ(F ) is called weakly-regular if, for any d ∈ N and for all smooth
compactly supported d-dimensional families of variations {ζs}s∈Rd – see Definition 70 –, ψs := Dζs is a
smooth compactly supported d-dimensional family of variations.
Theorem 72 (Peetre-Slova´k): LetD : Γ(E)→ Γ(F ) be a smooth map such that
• for all ε ∈ Γ(E) and for all x ∈ B, Dε(x) depends only on the germ of ε at x ∈ B, i.e. (Dε)(x) =
(Dε˜)(x) for all ε˜ ∈ Γ(E) which coincides with ε in a neighbourhood of x;
• D is weakly regular as per Definition 71.
ThenD is a differential operator of locally bounded order as per Definition 68.
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